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Murray, Ky., Thursday Afternoon, October 25, 1979
Ledger ik Times
In Our 100th N car 154 Per t ip Volume 100 No. 254
STUART COLLECTION CURATOR — Dr. Jerry Herndon, 
professor of English at Murray State University a
nd recen-
tly-named curator of the Jesse Stuart collection on the campus, inspects 
some of the books by and about the
famous writer and teacher from W-Hollow in Greenup 
County of Eastern Kentucky. Herndon is w
orking with library
staff members to prepare a register of the Stuart papers for publication. 
The collection has been housed at Murray
State since 1960. 
Photo by BaFry johnvm
Professor Will Prepare Register Of Papers
MSU Game To Be Telecast Saturday
ABC Crews Arrive Today
To Begin Preparations
T hnical crews representing the
A rican Broadcasting - -Company
(ABC) are expected to begin arriving in
Murray today to begin preparations for
the network's regional televised
broadcast of the Murray State-Eastern
Kentucky football game Saturday
afternoon at Roy Stewart Stadium.
The game, which will climax the
traditional and colorful Homecoming
Weekend at Murray State University,
will start at approximately 3 p.m.
because of the broadcast, university
officials have announced, a delay of
approximately one hour from its
previously announced kickoff time.
The largest crowd in the six-year
existence of the 16,800-seat stadium is
expected to be in the stands when the
two long-time Ohio Valley Conference
rivals clash. The two teams, with three
wins and no losses, are tied for the
conference lead.
Herndon To Be Stuart Collection Curator
Dr. Jerry Herndon, professor of
English at Murray State University,
has been named curator of the Jesse
Stuart collection in the Forrest C.
Pogue Library on the campus.
Appointed by Dr. Constantine W.
Curris, university president, Herndon
will work under the direction of Dr.
Keith Heim, director of special
collections, to prepare for publication a
register of the Stuart papers in the
collection
Herndon, a Trigg County native who
has been a member of the faculty at
Murray State since 1969, said it will
. probably take between a year and two
years to work through the inventory,
erheve tenger "if we get into
correspondence."
He added that the register will
provide for the proper preservation and
cataloguing of the manuscripts,
typescripts, papers and memorabilia in
the massive Stuart collection to make
them more usable for students and
scholars. The register will also serve to
make people more aware of the
collection. Herndon noted, and will
complement a forthcoming Stuart
Bibliography that is being prepared by
Dr. Hensley Woodbridge of Southern
Illinois University for publication by
Murray State.
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Tonight clear and cool with a
general frost, low 30 to 35. Friday
mostly sunny, high 55 to 60.
Kentucky Extended Forecast
Saturday through Monday:
Dry Saturday and Sunday and a
chance of showers on Monday.
Near normal temperatures with
highs mostly in the 60s and lows




Mayor Melvin B. Henley said today
that his office had received a report of
someone asking to inspect deeds in the
Douglas Community, allegedly in
connection with the community
development project.
"No one has yet been authorized to
make any- direct contact concerning
this 'project," Mayor Henley said, and
urged anyone being contacted to make
certain the individual shows the proper
credentials.
The mayor asked also that anyone
being contacted about the project to
notify either his office at 753-1956 or the
office of city planner Steve Zea at 753-
'225.
Scores of boxes and scrapbooks of
Stuart material ranging from poems
and essays to complete books are in-
cluded in the collection, which Stuart
handed over to the university in 1960.
Stuart had developed close friend-
ships in Murray and on the campus in
the years since 1954 when he was
stricken with a near fatal heart attack
after an address to the First District
Education Association. He was
hospitalized six weeks in Murray.
The world famous writer and teacher
from W-Hollow in Greenup County in
Eastern Kentucky initiated the Jesse
Stuart Creative Writing Workshop on
the campus 1969. The three-week
workshop has produced an anthology of
outstanding student work each summer
It has been conducted.
In recognition and appreciation of
Stuart's contributions to Murray State,
the universitx conferred on him the
honorary Doctor of Pedagogy degree in
1968 and established the Jesse Stuart
Fellowship in 1974.
Herndon was chairman of the
committee which worked out the details
for the Stuart Fellowship. He has also
interviewed Stuart twice, as well as
other authors, as part of the Ohio Valley
Writers Series, an oral history project
under the auspices of Murray State's
Forrest C. Pogue Oral History
Institute.
Other oral history work done by
Herndon in cooperation with Dr. James
Hammack, associate professor of
history and director of the Pogue Oral
History Institute, includes projects on
the people of the Land Between The
Lakes and West Kentucky rivermen.
Herndon, who has demonstrated a
longtime interest in regional writers,
described Stuart as "a man who has
portrayed the personality of a region"
with his stories and poems of Eastern
Kentucky.
A specialist in American Roman-
ticism, Southern Literature, and
Western American Literature, Herndon
initiated the first course in Kentucky
Literature on the Murray State campus
in the summer of 1978.
A Murray State graduate who earned
the master's and doctoral degrees in
English at Duke University, Herndon
has published an article on Kentuckian
Robert Penn Warren and will soon have
another published on William Faulkner
of Mississippi.
He formerly taught at Brigham
Yeung University.
Herndon will be relieved of some
teaching responsibilities in the spring
of 1980 and will devote full-time in the
summer of 1980 to his work as curator.
Suzette Hughes Killed
In Fulton Car Accident
A Callowsky County young woman,
Miss Suzette Hughes, 22, was killed in a -
late Tuesday evening automobile ac-
cident .on U. S. Highway 45 about
mile north of Fulton, at-cording to
Kentucky State Trooper Bill Mitchell.
The investigating officer said the
Hughes vehicle was apparently
traveling north on U. S. 45 when it came
around a curve, ran off the roadway,
and struck a tree. The vehicle then
traveled another 20 feet, the trooper
said.
Trooper Mitchell said the accident
apparently occurred at 11:45 p.m.
Tuesday, but was not noticed and
reported until 9 a.m. Wednesday.
Miss Hughes was a resident of
Mayfield Route 7, Backusburg com-
munity in Calloway County: She was
employed in the office of Dr. A. H.
Titsworth, Dentist, Murray.
Born Dec. 26, 1956, in Calloway
County, she was the daughter of Bun
Harlan Hughes and Mary Fran Pen-
dergrass Hughes, who survive. She was
a 1974 graduate of Calloway County
High School and was a member of the
Coldwater Church of Christ.
She is survived by her parents,
Mayfield Route 7, and two brothers,
Suzette Hughes
Max Hughes, Farmington Route 1, and
Joe Pat Hughes, Murray Route 3.
The funeral will be held Friday at 2
pm. at the chapel of the J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home with John Hoover of-
ficiating. Burial will follow in the
Coldwater Church of Christ Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home.
Student enthusiasm at the university
is at an usually high pitch for the game
with "Beat Eastern!" signs appearing
across the campus.
Twenty-seven hundred blue and gold
shakers will be given away free by
Racer cheerleaders passing through
the stands prior to the game, and 600
golden towels imprinted with the Racer
--emblem-will-be on sale at S2.00 each on
the main concourse of the stadium.
Residents of Hart Hall, one of the
dormitories on the campus, have let-
tered a 35-yard-long sign proclaiming
"Hart Hall and The MSU Racers Are
Number 1" anal it will be paraded
before the crowd before the game, and
a massive balloon release is being
sponsored by the Housing Office and
Clark Hall residents.
Three or more ABC cameras will be
positioned in the stadium to provide
coverage of the game with the com-
mentary being handled by Steve Davis,
a former All-America quarterback at
the University of Oklahoma, and Chris
Lincoln. Davis, a member of the
Fellowship of Christian Athletes, was a
recent Sunday morning speaker at the
First Baptist Church in Murray.
Colorful pre-game activities,, now
scheduled to begin at 2 p.m., will in-
clude the crowning of the 1479
Homecoming Queen, selected from five
candidates, individual introductions of
the members of the 1948 Murray team
which played Sul Ross College in the
Tangerine Bowl in Orlando, Fla., and a
jump into the stadium minutes before
kickoff by a parachute team from the
101st Airborne Division at Ft. Campbell
Ky.
The 170-member Racer band, under
the direction of David A. Wells, who is
in his fifth year at the university, will
present the halftime show. Making up
the university's band this year are 118
wind and precussion instruments, 38 in
the flag corps, four field commanders,
four twirlers and four rifles.
The band's halftime show will consist
of these numbers:
"Divergents," "The Wizard of Oz,"
"_My Way," "The Battle Hymn of The
Republic" along with the Murray State
choir and under the direction of
Professor Robert A. Baer, an original
percussion solo by Dana Scaglione of
Beaufort, S. C., and "The Bottle Dan-
ce" from "Fiddler On The Roof."
Soloists during the performance will
include: Kevin White, Desloge, Mo., on
trumpet; Don Wright, trombone,
Decatur, Ill.; and Kenny Welch,
trumpet, from Dyersburg, Tenn.
Saturday's major activities will start
with breakfasts in Winslow Cafeteria
honoring the 1948 Tangerine Bowl
football team and music department
alumni, and will include the traditional
Homecoming parade at 9 a.m., a
scrimmage of the 1979-80 basketball
Racers in the Arena, the alumni
smorgasbord at noon in the Student
Center, and following the football game
and its related activities the traditional
President's Reception at "Oakhurst"
and to which the public is invited.
Joe Ward, Murray Stat,e's athletic
ticket sales manager, predicts a sellout
crowd for the stadium, which officially
was opened Sept. 15, 1973. Fans have
been waiting in lines all week pur-
chasing advance tickets at his office in
Sparks Hall.
See ABC,
Page 20, Column 7
Resignation, Recommendation
For Free Downtown Parking
To Be Discussed At Council
The resignation of a department
superintendent and a recommendation
that will allow two-hours of free
parking in the downtown business
district are two of the items that are
scheduled to be discussed tonight at the
regular meeting of the Murray Com-
mon Council.
The council is expected to act on a
letter of resignation submitted by Ray
Clark, superintendent of the Murray
Street Department.
The recommendation on downtown
parking, an outgrowth of a meeting
between representatives of the
Downtown Merchants Association and
members of the council's public works
committee, will provide for the
removal of curbside parking meters in
the business district. Shoppers in the
MSU Horticulture Students Prepare Decorations
downtown area will be allowed to park
free for the first two hours according to
a spokesman for the merchants.
The parking is expected to be policed
using some method such as marking
tires. After the first two hours, a charge
will be assessed, according to the
recommendation.
The recommendation calls for a
three-month trial of the free parking
proposal with the merchants
association providing a subsidy to the
city that will help defray the cost of
policing the parking spaces.
Other itrnes expected to be discussed
at the 7:30 p.m. meeting include:
— A reportbon the ambulance service
from Mayor Melvin B. Henley.
— Adoption of a city land-use and
housing element.
Public Invited To President's Reception
The public is invited to attend the
traditional President's Homecoming
Reception at "Oakhurst", the campus
home of Murray State President and
Mrs. Constantine W. Curris, im-
mediately following Saturday's Murray
State-Eastern Kentucky football game.
Retired faculty and staff personnel
will serve as hosts and hostesses for the
event, one of the closing activities of the
Murray Officials Suspect
Arson Following Fires
Murray authorities are suspecting
arson following a recent outbreak of
fires in the northwest portion of the
city.
According to Murray fire chief Jackie
Cooper, several fires have been started
in garages and one was set on a side-
porch. He added the fires were set early
Sunday, Monday and Wednesday.
Cooper said no one has been hurt but
property damage has been con-
siderable. He added a car had been
destroyed and estimated loss at one
house was $25,000.
At one residence,' te garage was
located next to a bedroom. Cooper said
if the owners of the house had been in
the bedroom asleep, "they would be
dead by now." He added the residents
were out of town at the time of the fire.
Authorities are to receive help on the
case from a state police arson in-
vestigator.
Police chief Paul Jerry Lee said,
according to law, first-degree arson is a
Class-B felony with conviction leading
to a 10-20-year prison sentence. He
added, in regard to Cooper's statement,
that the law also states if persons die as
the result of arson, murder charges can
be filed against those involved in
starting the fire.
Lee said with the fires occurring
early in the morning, authorities
believe the person or persons involved
except the residents to be home.
Phil Owens, Murray fire inspector,
said he does not want residents to panic
but did suggest everyone take security
measures. Owens said all doors should
be kept closed and locked and any
suspicious or unusual activities should
be repo:filed to authorities.
Cooper said he did not feel the city
fires are connected with a recent
outbreak of fires in the count"
colorful two-day annual observance.
One of the largest crowds of alumni,
former students, retired personnel and
supporters of the institution in the
history of the university is expected c
the campus Saturday.
Decorations for "Oakhurst", home of
Murray State's presidents since 1936,
for the reception are being prepared by
horticulture students in the Depart-
ment of Agriculture and under the
direction of Mrs. Theo Tuck, in her
second year at the university as a
visiting lecturer.
Special music will be provided by a
quartet from the der4trtment of music,
and offerings served to the guests will
include two especially prepared from
recipes from friends of Mrs. Curris.
Providing the music will be Robert A.
Baar and Robert Gillespie on violins;
Kip Mason, a graduate student and
daughter .of Prof. and Mrs. Neale
Mason of Murray on cello; and Mrs.
Neale Mason of Murray on cello; and
Mrs. Marie Taylor at the piano.
The seasonal floral decorations for
the home will include both dried
materials gathered by the students
from nearby fields and fresh blooms
trim the campus flower beds.
The students, all enrolled in either the
Florist Shop Operation and
Management or the Floral Deign
classes at the university, have designed
and assembled a wide variety of
arrangements, ranging from hanging
pnes to table decorations.
Among the dried materials being
used are cattails, golden rod, sumac
berries nutaedge, golden raintree seed
and plume cockcomb. The fresh
arrangements will be mostly
chrysanthemums — yellow, white,
bronze and yellow and all-bronze
varieties — all grown out in the campus
flower beds.
The two special recipes include dried
apple muffins and a sausage pinwheel.
The recipe for the muffins has come
from Mrs. Frank (Myrtlene) Towery,
Route 1. It had been given to her by her
mother, Mrs. Herman (Goldie)
Holland, also of Route 1 and who
received it from a friend in Florida. •
The sausage pinwheel recipe came
from Mrs. Julia Roberts, 4312 Buckner
Lane, Paducah. Mrs. Roberts, a
teacher at Paducah Tilghman High
School, is the wife of Richard C.
Roberts, a Paducah attorney.
HOMECOMING DECORATIONS: Some of the floral decorations to be
used Saturday for Murray State President and Mrs. Constantine W. Curtis'
Homecoming reception at their home, "Oakhurst," are given a final in-
_spection by some of the students who designed them and their instructor,
Mrs. Theo Tuck, third from the right. From the left, shown are: Tim Wilson,
a freshman from Murray; Kim Crawford, sophomore, Frankfort; Don Gish,
junior, Henderson; Mrs. Tuck; Roue Pennington, freshman, Benton; and
Susan Giles, freshman, Metropolis, The public is invited to the reception,
which immediately follows the Murray-Eastern Kentucky football game.
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DEAR ABBY: This is for HURT MOTHER, who did so
much for her daughter while father did nothing. And now
0).11 daughter is grown. mother is treated like dirt, while
father is respected and adored. ' •
For the first 25 years of our marriage. my husband ,.vas'
either working. steeping or in taverns, so! was both mother
_ and father to our children. I was the one who made them
ash the dishes, itOtt their clothes and do their homework. I
also punished them when necessary, so, of course. 1 as the
-mean" one. T he children grew up to adore their father, but
t hey had many harsh words for me.
Our children are now married, with children of their own.
They ha % e just begun to realize that their father did nothing
.that_fathers are supposed to do; so when they telephone us.
they ask, Is MOM thre'!"--
Nly husband asks me. "How come they never ask for ME."
I'm reminded of the old saying. "Tfie only ones who don't
make any mistakes are the ones who.ddn't do anything."
Some day your daughter will realize that.
NOT HURT ANYMORE
DEAR ABBY: The letter from HURT MOTHER jogged
my memory. She said she had done everything for her
children while dad had done nothing.
Well, if I may be permitted my 2 cents worth: My mother
also did a lot for us children, but she spent twice as much
time reminding us of it.
She also spent a lot of time comparing her children. Poor
Dad didn't have time to harp on his sacrifices or make com-
parisons because he was too busy busting his butt to feed us.
Ili: did, however, let us know he loved each one of us for
hat we were.
It took me a long time to come to terms with my feelings
for my mother. I've tried time and time again to talk to her
about them:but it always ended in an argument. so I finalry-
ga‘e up.
lam now- the mother of two daughters. I do a lot for them..
not because I must be a "good mother.- but because I enjoy
it. I hope that when my daughters have children of their
_own, their childhood memories of "mother" will be ones of
security and ItiVeL not giiilt cind -diSajppr-ovall 
BEEN THERE BUT NOT.GOING BACK
DEAR ABBY: HURT MOTHER complained because
her college-age daughter knocked herself out showing
respect and. love for her father who was never around when
she was grov.ing up% but had very little consideration for
mother, who did everything for her. tDaughter gave father a
beautiful, expensive gift for Father's Day, but on Mother's
Day, it was, "Sorry. Mom, I never got around to getting you
.anything.")
You explained it by saying that daughter was probably so
.accustomed to seeing her mother around that she was taken
for granted. but she saw so little of dad that he was a
"special treat.' .
That's no doubt true, but - I think there's another angle.
Freud was right when he said there is always a special at-
traction between a child and the parent of the opposite sex.
Mothers usivally favor their sons. and lathers favor
daughters. and vice versa. Also, mothers and daughters
tend to be competitive, as are fathers and sons, hence the
favoritism shown to dad by his daughter.
Please tell HURT MOTHER this, it might make her feel
better.
AMATEUR PSYCHOLOGIST
DEAR AMATEUR: I did. and I hope it does. And your
"amateur" analysis is right on!
Do you wish you had more friends? For the secret of
popularity. get Abby's new booklet: "How To Be Popular;
You're Never Too Young or Too Old." Send Si with a long,
self-addressed, stamped 128 cents) envelope to Abby, 132

























The Calloway County Y. F.
A. Ettes met Tuesday, Oct. 9;
at the Murray Vocational
School.
Members worked on calico
flowers for the state con-
vention.
The group will meet
Tuesday. Nov.13, at 7:30 p.m.
at the vocational school.
December Wedding
At Club House
Miss 1"iinessa Gavle Stone
and Bobbv Fike, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Stone of Kirksey announce'the
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter,
Vanessa aayle, to Bobby Fike, Jr., son of Mr. and Mrs. Bob-
bie Fike of Murray.
The bride-elect is a 1977 graduate of Calloway County High
School and is attending Murray State University where she is
majoring in accounting. She is the granddaughter of Mr. ant:
Mrs. James Robertson of Kirksey and of Mr. and Mrs. James
Stone of Murray. •
• Mr. Fike is also a 1977 graduate of Calloway County High
School and is presently employed at the General Tire and
Rubber Company, Mayfield. He is the grandson of Mr. anti
Mrs. 0. B. Eldridge and of Mrs. Geneva Fike and -the late
Amos Fike.
The wedding will take place on Saturday, Dec. 15, at 6 p.m
at the Murray Woman's Club House. A reception will follo\A
the ceremony.






involves children as cum-
bersomely costumed
pedestrians at a time when
visibility is low, the Louisville
Automobile Club offers some
tips for a safer Halloween for
the youngsters.
Ideally, trick or treat ac-
tivities are most safely con-
ducted during daylight hours.
If that effort fails...
-See that your child is.
wearing a costume that is
easy for him to move in and
see from - and be seen.
-Light colored clothing is
recommended. Refleetive
tape affixed to clothing also
helps drivers see the child.
-Carrying a flashlight
helps the child to see and be
seen.
-Since a face mask often
makes it difficult for a child to
see clearly, suggest to him
that he remove it when
crossing a street. Better still,
• encourage him to use makeup
instead of a mask.
-Be sure an older brother
or sister, an adult, or a group
of children accompanies your
child.



















• All You Can Eat SOUP 'n SALAD BAR •
• Chicken Fried Steak with Country Gravy •
• •
• • Baked IPotatcror Fnrrieh Fries 0
•
•• 








-A ,k your child to pt- K
well-lighted streets for
route and to 'tell you 'hP
streets he intends V cover on
his ti ick or treat expedition.
-Remind your child to
cross only at corners and to
never cross from between
parked cars. Also remind him
to walk facin4 traffic if there
are no sidewalks on his route.
-Insist that he wait until he
gets home to SOrt, check out
and eat the treats he gathers.
If these tips are observed,
Halloween should be the ex-
citing good time it is meant to
be and not an innocent evening




The Alpha Department of
the Murray Woman's Club will
meet Saturday, Oct. 27. at
11:45 a.m. for a covered dish
luncheon at the club house
with Mildred Russell as
chairman of the hostesses'
committee.
Dr. James Kline will be the
speaker on the subject of
Native Americans. A slide
presentation will be a special
feature of his progrma..
Members are asked to note
the time change for Saturday.
',BLOW DRYING
To achieve maximum hair
fullness with a blot arver,
first blow all your hair until
only slightly damp III the
direction opposite to the rpe in
which yoti wear it. Then
reverse the process. Drv the
root ardfi first, the midsection
-next, arlil The- rnds --ta-se numay,_._viuson. Baby_ Girl
the hot setting on your blow tGloria 1, Ht. I. 
Box 87,4-lick-
dryer only when Ow hair is We".
very wet. Then change to a Dismissals
cooler setting. Never hold the Brandi 1.. 
(klom, Southside
blower closer . than eight in- Maim", Apt. L-1, 
Murray, Mrs.
ches to the head. Marcella' D. Rossiter and
Baby Girl. Rt. 2, Box 272,
Palniersville, Tenn., Mrs.
Kristi Lea Washam and Baby
Girl, Rt. 8, Box CR-11,
Murray, Mrs. Cynthia N. Rice
and Baby Glrl, Rt. 1,
Buchanan, Tenn., Christy Ann
Watson, • 500 Broad St.,
Murray, Bobby W. Washer,
Rt. 1, Murray, Mrs. Wanda S.
Brown, 1701 Magnolia,
Murray, William A. Zambella,
402 North 17th St., Murray,
Roger E. Wilson, Rt. 2,'
Rainbow For Girls
Has Regular Meet
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
met Oct. 16 at 7 p.m. at the
lodge-haft with Trisha Clark ap
worthy advisor and Barbara





Thorn, Trisha Clark, Tina
Bogard, Michelle Cook, Lee
Stacey, Cindy Dewitt, and
Kelly Dewitt.
Adults present were Sue
Thweatt, Barbara Windsor,
and Marilyn Weatherford.




• Lawrence E. Lamb, M.D.
DEAR DR. LAMB - What
does a person do when he
can't take high blood pressure
medicine? Even small
dosages gives such bad side
effects I can't take them. The
doctor has given me Enduron
and tried Apresoline. He's
afratd to try anything else.
When I ask what to do about
my blood pressure, he says it
isn't so high to be concerned.
However, I am worried as
strokes and heart attacks run
in my family. Also I am a
mild diabetic. Enclosed are
some of the readings and I'd
+ HOSPITAL NEWS
Morgan, Trevathan & Gunn, Inc.
INSURANCE-BONDS-REAL ESTATE-1U E. 12TN ST., BENTON
Now Has A Local Number
FOR ME RESIDENTS OF MURRAY, CALLO WAY COUNTY AND AURORA
The Number To Call
7534434
appreciate your opinion
DEAR READER - If your
readings are correct. I can
understand why he's not so
concerned One reading of 137
over 74 is perfectly normal A
number of your diastolic read-
ings (the lower blood pressure
reading) are less than 90. You
have fluctuating blood pres-
sure. Some doctors would call
you a vascular hyperreactor
They would want a series of
blood pressure determinations
taken on you while you're
resting and recumbent. per-
haps over several days time
The trouble with giving a
patient high blood pressure
medicines when he has inter-
mittent normal pressure any-
way is that the medicines can
cause the pressure to be too
Newborn Admissions 
low part of the time and ere-10-1-79
Mum Mrs. Ruby Alene _ate symptoms
Rt. 3, Murray. Mut •a iticky K. Miller, Rt. 2 high readings Under such
Its true you do have someMorris, Baby Girl I Tracey' I. 
I,Iarg 306 S. 12th St..
Rebecca J. Hudson, Rt. 
1.Sue 
circumstances, perhaps one ofDismissals 
the best proc 
Box N. Murray. Mrs. Rhonda
P-x 291,
Arnold Ray Thomason, Rt. 7. and 
Alallieer'-h-aV6,-eliminedateuressmios tiongloseiDexter, Teresa K. Pyle and
to cigarettesBaby Girl, 207 7th St., Fulton, 
Hart Hall, M.S.U., Murray, v
any excess body fat that you




Mrs. Reva: B. Harper, Rt. 6,
Box 351-, Murray, Mrs. Sarah to eliminate coffee, tea and
theParis, Tenn., Janis Greer, 
E. Sinclair, Rt. 8. Box 83, colas. These all containBeecham, Rt. 3, Box 130, 
Murray, Mrs. Darlene-Colson, caffeine which stimulates
1502 Kirkwood, Murray, Mrs. 
Lowes; Mrs. Brenda S. Elkins, nervous system and recaacn.
onsSandra B. Ramsey, P.O. Box 
Rt. 2, Box 344B, Paris, Tenn., nincrease anxiety 
tension
1015, Cadiz, Mrs. Charldene 
Mrs. Jackie Gail Arnett, 605 You might also find that a
W. Lee 
St., Mayfield. Mrs. regular progressive exerciseHurt. Fit. 3, Benton, Mark A. 
Murray, Walter R. Bowden, 
Circle, Benton. Joe Pat
Nornia K. Self, 1218 Longview program such as walking atSchmidt, 311 So. 15th St.,
Thornton, Rt. .2. Box 340-A, . 
least once or twice la day
Rt. 6, Paris, Tenn., Mrs. 
tmingllihoeulpmyaovunrootvtehrianlk 
you'reA, Benton, Mrs. Martha N. 
JoneS, Ill North 10th St., any excess pounds at all, get-
Overweight but if you haveKathlene Gray, Rt. 9, Box 162- 
Murray, Mrs. - Connie P. •
Waldrop, Rt. 7; Box 240, 
NIurray, Nobel Williams, 
.. Buchanan, Tenn., Mrs.Murray, Mrs. Pamela Kaye. 
3
Underwood and Baby Boy, Rt. 
Mamie A. Calhoun, 215 South
1111 St.-, 'Murray. Charles A8, Box 385.. Murray, Mrs.
St.-, Murray. Mrs. Annis. E.
Edmonia Spann, 709 So. 3rd 
Tibbs, 3012 Missi§sippi St..
.1„))0a d us tti t, J1a5ti
Thompson, Rt. 8, Box 885. 
Murray,
theItoi
Mrs. Ella H. Boehin, .Rt. 2,Murray, Mrs.. Detnona D. Box 221, Springville, Tenn.
Attbritteff, Rt. 1, New CM-
cord. E. T. Andrus, 1721
Keenland, Murray, Mrs.
Evelyn C. Hubbell, 1800
Monroe, Murray, Mrs.
Patricia McIntire iexpiredi. RYA/LS BOY
Rt. 8, Box 29. Murray. John Edward is the name
10-2-79 chosen by Mr. and Mrs. James
Edward Byars of 1223 GroveNewborn Admissions
Street, Paris, Tenn., for theirSpurlock, Baby Girl
(Carrie), 700 Broad St., baby boy. weighing nine
pounds 51 :.• ounces, born onMurray: Paschall, Baby Girl
!Debra 1. Rt. 2. Box 194. 
Wednesday, Oct. 10, at the
Murray-Calloway CountyPuryear, Tenn.. Snyder, Baby Hospital. •Girl Diana ), 1322 Sycamore,
The mother is the forrnerMurray.
Dismissals. 
1.ucinda Overcast.
Michael A. holton, 1553 
Grandparents are the Rev.
Oxford Dr., Murray, Mrs .• 
and Mrs. Glynn Byars and
Mrs. Mae Overcast, all of
Dort(thy R. Greer, Rt. 2, Box Paris, Tenn.
73, Paris, Tenn., Mrs. Pamela 
Kaye lane and Baby Boy, Rt.
3, Benton, Misty Dawn Wilson.
Box 132, Hardin, Clinton M.
Woodward, P.O. Box 804,
M4field, Mrs. Marsha G.
Hendon, 14
Murray. James C. Knight,
1522 Canterbury, Murray',
Mrs. May Elizabeth Wiggins,
Rt. 1, Wingo, Mrs. Debby L.
Higgins, Rt. 1, .Hardin, Mrs.
Virginia H. Reed, Rt. 2, Box
178. Gilbertsville, Seth
Thomas Allgood, Rt. 1, Box
353-C, Murray, William H.
Erwin, Box 21, Shady Oaks,
Murray, James R. Brittian, 11
Shady Oaks, Murray, Jon D.
York, N-6 Coach Estates,
Murray, Terri L. Tabers, 2214
Gatesborough Circle, Murray,
Mrs. Ethel D. Lester, 1306
Farris, Murray, Mrs. Carter
Lee Farmer, 301, North 10th
St., Murray, Mrs. Virginia I.
Swann, 700 South 16th St..
Murray, Glenn Wooden, Box
264, Murray, Mrs. Estelle
Johnson, 822 Hurt., Murray,
011ig C. Smotherman, -1416
Vine St., Murray, Alvin M.
Jones, 323 Woodlawn, Murray,
Charles- L. Simmons, Rt. 1,
Henery, Tenn., Mrs. Ella Ross












ting rid of those few pounds
often makes a great deal ,it
difference on blood pressure
So why don't you try to get
your weight down as much .c.
possible, stay on a low-salt
that, exercise sensibly, avota
coffee, tea and colas and se.
if your blood pressure doesn
turn out to be normal MOSE t4
the time anyway
I am sending you Ti,-
Health Letter number 1-e,
Blood Pressure It will tell
you more about the factors
that affect it and what can to.
done about it. Other reader.
who want this issue can send
75 cents with a long, stamped.
self-addressed envelope for it
Send your request to me. in
?are of this newspaper. p
Box 1551, Radio City Statior..
New York, NV 10019 •
In many people who has,.
fluctuating high blood pre,
sure with intermittent normal
readings the blood pressure 1,
reacting to stress If you ear
remove the. cause AL_
stress, that is great. Short o•
that, teanguilizers sometime-,
help - but 1 hate to see a pei
son form that habit. Rather
than taking tranquilizers
calm you down, it is smart-
to eliminate coffee whi(
tends to speed you up, partict.
tarty if you are a sensito,





few excess pounds of fat anti
are able to eliminate it. that




The biggest & most
exciting
Halloween Party Ever
Coming Oct. 30 Look For
Details Later In This Paper.
SEAFOOD BUFFET
All You Can Eat With Salad Boot




Near Parrs Lancirng Stare Pork
Old Hwy 19E Ph (901 642 0368
BYRON'S
506 N 12th Murray. Kt
DISCOUNT
PHARMACY
Olympic Plaza Phone /5:
Dr. Good Health
Mrs. Overcharged
Take a trip to Byron's Discount Pharmacy that's all it will tat to determine oilr low every day savings), and
return as needed to obtain your health and beauty needs
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A PORTRAIT PACKAGE FROM
YOUR. 0FAnVe0R181ExORIGi 0INAL c,otoa PRINT
,._ ..•!-:=.• Two 5 X 7's
• Nine Wallet Size '''-2-
All 12 P9tNTS S 8 99 .0 NEGATIVE
ONE LOW PO1C1 • 911990EIG
• ••••••• co• •01,61 •••••••,.• loft..
ikks, •••••• TO • e.g..... onno. ot...• no WO, ...OW in
Prices Good thru Nov. 1st




















_ Vows Are Read
1
MR. AND MRS. PAUL PERRY are now residing in
Nashville, Tenn., where they are both employed. They were
married in a double ring ceremony on Saturday, Sept. 22, in
Nashville.
The new Mrs. Perry is the former Rebecca Louise Hum-
phreys, daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Ben Humphreys of Murray.
She is a 1976 graduate of Murray High School and attended
the University of Tennessee, Martin.
The groom is the son (if Mr. and Mrs. Paul•Cecil Perry of
Nashville, Tenn. He is a graduate of Cheatham County Cen-
tral High School and of Middle Tennessee State University,
Murfreesboro, Tenn.
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19).6C4
New career ideas are ex-





(Apr. 20 to May 20)
It's a good time to make
holiday plans, though a mate
or close ally at present could
find fault with them. Be
tactful and diplomatic.
GEMINI 101019-
( May 21 to June 20)
Watch nerves and health.
You could be easily agitated at
work, though relations with
partners and family are
omisin
CANCER
(June 21 to' July 22)
Local visits and travel with
close ones should be especially
pleasant, though there may be
some agitation in connection
with entertainment plans.
LEO
(July 23 lo Aug. 22)
.Interruptions could in-
terfere with home im-
provement projects, or
completion of job assign-
ments. Still be alert for
financial opportunity.
VIRGO
( Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) W ellI)
You're liable to attract new
admirers but could be
somewhat impatient with
them. Don't be critical lest
good times go bad.
_- 
LIBRA
(Sept. 2.1Io Oct. 22
in
Household expenses may be
high, but the outlook is good
for long-range domestic
planning. Don't let small
things get to you.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
An invitation to a wonderful
party should have you in a
good mood, yet minor
irritations could make you
peevish or sarcastic.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) )0'
Capitalize on career op-
portunity for increased
revenues. Meanwhile, hidden
costs may put an unexpected
dent in your budget.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22"to Jan. 19) Vi





We Will Be Open







 Fraaces Drake  
FOR FRIDAY, OCTOBER 26, 1979
portunity red -imblishing,
education, and travel. A friend
though could get on your
nerves or fail to keep a date.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Tension re career could
make you want to get away
from it all. Use private
moments constructively and
don't dwell on slights. •
PISCES
( Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) '7V
Welcome the opportunity to
introduce your favorite to
some friends. Stay clear of




business because of your
desire for financial success.
You like large-scale
operations, though your
greatest success comes when
you take an interest in world
—affiirs-and-the preblems-ef---
mankind. Then, you can
succeed in politics and
government. It is important
that your 'work reflect your
ideals, and often you are found
in the arts, which you can
easily commercialize.
Painting, music, literature,
and sculpture are some of the
fields open to you - as well as
medicine, banking and in-
dustry. Birthdate of: Mahalia
Jackson,. gospel singer; King





The Zeta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will
meet at 7:30. p.m. at Thur-
man's Furniture Store for a
program on decorating by.




of the department. urge all
members to attend. Hostesses
will be 'Hazel Beale, Mary
Frances Bell, Dewdrop
Rowlett, Ruth Caldwell, and
Murrelle Ryan.
Canadian women gained
their first limited federal
franchise in 1917 with the
passing of ' the Wartime
Elections Act. The act gave
the vote to women who had
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Love or Something Like it
KENNY ROGERS & DOTTIE WEST
Classics
KENNY ROGERS
Ten Years of Gold
KENNY ROGERS & DOTTIE WEST




Murray State Homecoming Sale
Let's Go Racers - Blast Eastern
Select from the entire line of beautiful
Fall and Winter styles from Nina
Blouses
Super Fall blouses in easy-care polyester
Regularly 18.00 to 34.00
1 / 3 off
Pantsuits





Choose from slips, half-slips, bikinis, briefs scuf-
fs, gowns ancfpajamas_from Famous Name lines.
^
Regularly 2.75 to 25.00
25% off
Frances Denny
The entire line of fragrances, treatments & cosmetics





Choose from the entire stock of fan-
tastic Fall & Winter coats. Everybody
should get a new coat to warm them
with this offer.
Dresses
The entire stock of Fall dresses
are on sale. These are gorgeous
dresses in junior, Missy & Half
Sizes to help you look your best.
500 off
'Sweaters
Pullover and Cardigan styles in rich Fall colors
Regularly 12.00 to 36.00
1 / 3 off
Bras
Choose from several styles from Famous Name makers
Regularly 8.00 to 10.00
499 to 666
Handbags
Genuine leather, simulated leather and fabri< St Ny les
Regularly 12.00 to 40.00
899 to 3099
)0,4, All Boots
The entire stork of beautiful.boots to choose from
Regularly 36.00 to 76.00
10°° off
Open Fridays Ill 8:30 P.M. on the Court Square'
PA
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Community Calendar Events Listed
Thursday'. Oct. 25
knights of Columbus Ladies
N.ight will be held at 6:30 p.m,.
at Gleason Hall. This is open
to all adults of St. Leo's Parish
with each to bring a dish for
the potluck and the K. of C. to




will meet at 6:30 p.m. at the
Triangle Restaurant with
Melissa McKinney as speaker.
Kramer and Company
Magic Show will present a 12
noon -teaser" and an 8 p.m.
principle performance in the
Student Center Auditorium,
Murray State University . For
information call 762-6951.
Two day bio-ethics con-
ference focusing on ethical
issues- in reproductive
technology and genetic
engineering will be held today
and Friday in Mason Hall,
-Murray-State Uni v rrsity . For
information call 753-3531.
• World Friendship Club will
meet at the home of Thelma
Warlord at 6:30 p.m.
Workshop in Writing and
Songwriting will be conducted
by David Stelling, writer-in-
residence, at the Calloway
Public Library at 7 p.m. This
is open to all interested per-
sons at no charge.
Southwest Calloway
Elementary School Parent-
Teacher Club will hold an open
house from 7 to 8 p.m. with a
brief PTC meeting scheduled
at 8 p.m.
Zeta._Department, Murray _
Woman's Club, will meet at
7:30 p.m. at Thurman Fur-
niture Company for the
program by James Lawrence
and Mrs. R. T. Hewitt.
Wranglers Riding Club- will
meet at 7 p.m. at the Calloway
County Court House.
Friday, Oct. 26
BFA Painting Exhibition by
Laura Ponunier of Louisville
will be at Clara M. Eagle
Gallery, Murray State




The Dorothy Group of the
First Baptist Church Women
met Oct. 2 at the home of
Estelle Gray.
Helen Hogancamp was
installed as chairman for the
coming gear. A discussion of
activities for future meetings
was held. .





Helen Hogancamp, Ruby Mae





Hazel Senior Citizens will
meet at 10 a.m. at the Hazel
Community. Center.
National - Association of
Retired Federal Employees
will meet at 11:30 a.m. at the
Colonial House Smorgasbord
with Max B. Hurt as speaker.
West Kentucky Association
of Educational Secretaries
will meet at 9:30 a.m. at the
Murray Woman's Club House.
Any person engaged in office
work in the field of education




alumni, their guests, faculty,
staff and friends of the
university will begin at 8 a.m.




nament will begin at 9 a.m.
This is open to men and
women and for reservations
call 762-2798.
The Murray State ROTC
graduates' Homecoming
banquet- will be held at 6:30
p.m. in Room 226, Stewart
Stadium.
First in a series of five
Audubon Wildlife Films will
be shown free of charge at 7
p.m. in the Student Center
Auditorium, Murray State
University. The film will be
"Song of the Northern
Prairie."
Shopping for Murray Senior
Citizens will beheld and call
753-0929 by 9 a.m. for morning
shopping and by 11 :•30 a.m. for
afternoon shopping. •
Wilderness Weekend
featuring LBL ,and the
American Mountain Men will
be held in Land Between the
Lakes with preregistering for
persons over 18 with a limit of
30 persons.
Moscow Pops, members of
Nekrasov Russian Folk
Orchestra and stars of Volshio
Opera, will be presented in
concert by the Murray Civic
Music Association at 8:15 p.m.
in Lovett Auditorium. Murray
State University. Admission
will be by membership card
only or by MSU identification
card.
Fall Festival will be held at
North Calloway Elementary
School with the cafeteria to
open at 5:30 p.m. and the




, Woman's Club, will meet at
11:45 a.m. for a covered dish
luncheon at the club house.
,Dr. 'James Kline will be
speaker.
Gospel singing featuring
The Kingsmen and The Unity




will meet from 8 to 10.:30 p.m.
at the Woodmen of the World
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•B u rnett Is
on the square-7 Mayfield, Ky. .
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Saturday. Oct. 27
Daylight saving time ends
today. Set clocks back one
hour before going to bed:
Workshop in Writing with
Light by David Steiling,
writer-in-residence at
Calloway County Public
Library, for anyone 12 or over
with a special invitation to
teenagers and high scbool
teachers will be held at 11 a.m.
at the library. To pre-register
call the library, 753-2288.
Land Between the Lakes
eVents will include Wilderness
Weekend, 20,000 Meter and
Half-Marathon Road Race at 9
a.m.. and Husking Bee from
7:30 to 9:30 p.m. at The
Homeplace-1850.
An open horse show spon-
sored by the Hardin Riding
Club will begin at 6 P.m. in the
West Kentucky Livestock and
Exposition Center. Admission
will tie $1-_ . 
Graduate Management
Admissions Test will be given
in Room 303, Business
Building. Murray State
University ,at 8: 30 a.m.
Murray Country Club
homecoming dance will be '
held at 9 p.m. at the club for
members and their guests.
Music will be by Byron
Gallimore and Com-
monWealth Band. Mr. and
Mrs. E. W. Dennison are
chairmen.
Homecoming parade for
Murray State University will
start at 9 a.m. and proceed to
the downtown area.. •
Program Presented
By I -iolet Speight
At The Dunn Home
Violet Speight presented the
program on -Concerns Of A
Child" at the meeting of the
Bessie Tucker Circle of the
First United Methodist
Church Women held Oct. 9 at




were collected for World Bank
and Sunshine Program.
Elected as new officers for
the coming church year were
Eleeanor Diuguid. chairman;
Thelma Bailey. secretary;
Evelyn L. Jones, treasurer. .
Refreshments were served
by the hostess. Lillian Graves
led the closing prayer.
Norine Winter will be
hostess for the November
meeting.
Saturday, Oct. 27
Haunted House by Kirksey
UM YF will be held from 7 to 10
pit at the liiksey United
Methodist Church. Admission
will be 75 cents, adults, and 25
cents, children.
Homecoming football game
between Murray State and
Eastern will begin at 3:07 p.m.
at Stewart Stadium.
Other Murray State
homecoming activities will be
held including Alumni
Smorgasbord at 11 a.m. in
Beshear Gymnasium,
Preview of Basketball by Ron
Greene it 10:45 a.m. at
Fieldhouse, reception at home
of Dr. aiid Mrs. Constantine
Curris after the football gait*,
and many events and dances
by clubs, sororities, etc.
Sunday. Oct. 28
Mr. and Mrs. James Frazier
of Kirksey Route 1 will be
-honored- at - a -reception- in-
celebration of their golden
wedding anniversary from 2 to
4:30 p.m. at the Community
Room of the Peoples Bank,
North 12th and Chestnut
Streets, Murray. The couple
requests that guests not bring
gifts.
Homecoming will be at First
Baptist Church.
The Kingsmen Quartet from
Alabama will sing at the
Temple Hill United, Methodist





elected as president' of the
Ruth Sunday School Class of
the Sinking Spring Baptist
Church at the recent social
held at Devanti's.









"Friendship" W as the
theme of the devotion by Mrs.
Collins, assistant teacher.
Lorene Owens is class
teacher. Prayer was led by
Lame Turner Also present
were Betty Morris and Mary
Hurt.
The next socialof the class
will be held Dec. 8 at 6 p.m. at
Devanti's.
Garden Club Meets At Lake Barkley 1
,
The 33rd annual meeting of
the Audubon District of the
Garden Club of Kentucky, Inc.
was held Oct. 11 at the Con-
vention Center, Lake Barkley
Lodge, Cadiz, with the Garden
Department of the Murray
Woman's Club and the
Gateway Garden Club of




Gateway Garden Club and
Mrs. Timothy Graves of the
Garden Department of the
Murray Woman's Club.
Following morning coffee
hour • and registration of
guests, the meeting was called
to order at 10 a.m. by Mrs. C.
DoRglas LaNeave, director of
the Audubon District. Mrs.
Timothy Graves gave the
welcome address.
Conservation of present
energy resources as well as
the need for continued-
research into new sources of
_energy such AS Van and.
nuclear, was the message
from the president of the
Garden Club Of Kentucky,
Inc.. Mrs. Goebel Porter. She
also stressed the continued
and expanded use Of coal and
windmills.
The Garden Club of Ken-
tucky provides club awards,
for efforts toward con-
servation.
The speaker encouraged the
- members to participate in the
state projects available. The
Sale of stationery depicting
the state headquarters
building at Paris, Kentucky,
was mentioned. "Bright of
America" catalogue items are
available for order through
each club. The J.C. Penney
company. is cooperating_yvith
the National • Council of
Garden Clubs by donating a
percentage of receipts from
the sale of a wildflower
printed linen group toward a
national effort to plant
wildflowers along the highway
right-of-ways.
Mrs. Porter encouraged
individual clubs to have a
silver tea for fund raising
purposes in support of the 1980
Land Between the Lakes-
Gateway High Adventure
Program. Funds will assist in
setting up a conservation
library available to the public.
A horticulture school is
planned March 18-20 in
Louisville.
The 1980 state meeting of
Garden Club of Kentucki‘will
be held in April at Barkley
Lodge with --Wildlife and
Conservation" as the theme.
The Audubon District will be
host.
Recognition was made of
the efforts of the many in-
dividual Garden Clubs which
have contributed to the
establishment of an antrium
garden at Western- State
Hospital at Hopkinsville for
use by the patients and staff.
The Garden Department of
the Murray Woman's -Club
received a certificate in ap-
preciation of its donations.
Noted flower arranger Mary
Winton presented a program
--featuring Japanese Ikebana
style of arrangement. Natural
twigs, dry . and fresh flowers.
broom, pampas 'grass.
skinned and bleached vines
were some of the items used.
Characteristics of this style
include limited Use of a few
items, and in simple
arrangement. The finished
size of the arrangement is
unlimited. Ms. Winton stated
that success of an
arrangement is directly
related to one's "personal
interpretation and satisfac-
MRS. GOEBEL PORTER,
president of the Garden Club
of Kentucky, Inc.. speaks at
Audubon District meeting
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Lion."
Prior to adjournment the
door prizes -were awarded.
Thirty. local banks and
businesses „contributed
generous and beautiful gifts.
The Garden Department of
the Murray. Woman's Club
wishes to express deep ap-'
predation for the door prizt-
donated. The recipients a tl-,•
from western Kentucky.
Mrs. Clovis Jones of the
Garden Department of tht,
Murray Woman's CIO)
presented to the hostesses silk
flower corsages which she hail
made.
jst,
MEMBERS OF THE Garden Department of the Murray
Woman's Club, Eva Morris and Dortha Jones, seated right,
register guests at the Audubon District meeting of the
Garden Club of Kentucky, Inc., at Lake Barkley Lodge. On
the left are Mrs. Camp, Trenton, Mrs. S. B. Carter and Mrs.
Mary Joseph, Cadiz Garden Club, cohosts with the Murray
Garden Department. The floral arrangement on the table
was by Mrs. Morris of Murray. Photos by Nancy Adams
MARY WINTON, right, flower arranger, presented a pro-
gram featuring Japanese Ikebana style, at the Audubon
District meeting of the Garden Club of Kentucky. Inc. Her
assistant was Mrs. Danny Brannon, left.
The
753-4541
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Star Quality - SALE $
100% Treyira • Star '-
polyester pile. 16 colors.
Reg. $9.99 sq. yd. sq yd
pile. Cut 'n loop. 10 colors.
100% Enkaloft' nylon •
SALE 0999Citation -
Reg. $11.99 sq. yd. -
sq
Enchantment -
polyester pile. Saxony. $jØ99
25 colors.
100% Trecira • Star SALE
6
Reg. $13.99 sq. yd. wt vd
Isle of Hope - SALE
100% Anso' nylon pile.
it
Saxony plush. 10 colors. .
Reg. 513.99 sq. yd. qg d-
Rewarding - SALE
Reg. $13.99 sq. yd.
Carved texture. 9 colors.
#1099
100% Ansa' nylon pile. ?
19 Yd
Mirage - SAL!
Reg. $13.99 sq. yd.
Cut 'n loop. 12 colors.
100% Ansa' nylon pile. $1 49
sq. yd
Another World - 
SALE
100% Ansa' nylon pile. 6
Sculpt ii design.
15 colors.










Sale ends Nov. 12
Twilight Glow _SALE
100% nylon pile 
 $ 
99
Soft and silky. 13 colors.






Reg. $21.99 sq. yd.
• Many treated with SEotchgard*
• Many with 5 year Limited Warranty
TRENDSETTER PRINT
COLLECTIONS I and II
All durable 100% nylon pile.




Reg. $6. 99 - $15. 99 sq. yd










FUND DRIVE-Jean Flemin4, left, Linda Damron, center, and Kathie Fleming are
gathering supplies for the fund drive for St. Jude Children's Hospital, Memphis, Tenn., Oct.
2910 Nov. 4. Volunteers who can help in the city may call 7534625. The drive is sponsored by
the Alpha Mu Chapter of Epsilon Sigma Alpha Sorority.
Patients At Hospital Listed
10-04-79
Newborn Admissions
I ),• . Baby HOy
rut, 1, Rt. 4, Iltanboldt,
Tenn Phillips, Baby Boy
INlarilyn I, Rt. 1, ,Iay field.
Dismissals
Ntity mite II. Foster, 305
Ploc St , Nlurra , Orea Nell
Bun This. 204 North Vine,
NItirrai • .Nlus. Trace Faye
Alni.ris and Baby Girl, Rt. 3,
NIurra, 1,1tia 1.. Allen. Rt. 6,
Box 210-A, Murray,Airs.
Deborah E. Gallimore, lit. 1,
Dresden. Tenn., Shetiga K.
Latloim, 1011 Caledonia,
Paris. Tenn., Karen L.
Armstrong. lit. 7, Mayfield,
Mrs. Charlene Tyler. Ht. 1.
Box 79. Alum. Christopher A.
Taylor, P.o Box 109, Hamlin,
rAlgat I. Ihme, P.O. Box 265,
Murray, Coy Edwin Garrett,
Jr., 1305 Overby, Murray,
Mrs. Patricia A. Thompson,
Rt. 3, Box 182, Paris, Ten11.,.
Archie D. Turbyfill; Rt.- 1,
Hazel, Mrs. Alta Mae Tyler,
220 Willow St., Mayfield,
Porter A. Elkins, Westview
Nursing Home, Murray,
Margie Uharlene Lamb, Rt. 1,
Box -234, Farmington, Mrs.
Velma L. Myers, Rt. 6, Box
108. Murray, Herbert W.
Farris, 1311 Olive St., Murray.
10-5-79
Newborn Admissions
Galloway., baby boy, Rt. 3,
Box 362-K, Murray.
. Dismissals
Karen 1.. Stephens, Rh 1,
Fulton, Mrs. Deborah C.
Martin,. 205 Spruce, -Murray,
Coming To
Big K
The biggest & most
exciting
Halloween Party Ever
Coming Oct. 30 Look For
Details Later In This Paper.
H o mecom i ng
Special
20°/0/g9:34rewide
Friday and Saturday Only
Open til 8:00 Friday nite
me Youth Shop
II \1Wtti \
Mrs. Barbara J. Vincent and.
Baby Girl, •HI. 8, Box 43,
Renton, Mrs. Diana L. Snyder
and Bala :Girl, 1322 Sycamore
St., Murray, Rex Earl
Ramsey, Rt. 1, Ahno, Mrs.
Mary C. Underhill, Rt. 1, Box
142, Dexter, Regina C.
Beecham, Rt. 3, Box 130,
Paris, Tenn., Carrie 1..
Watkins, Rt. 3, Box 410 K,
Murray, Scarlett A. Tripp:
1610 Sunset. Murray, Mrs.
Ruth' Calhoun, 1501 Oxford,
Murray, Johnny D. McNutt,
Rt. 4, Box 108, Murray,
Rhonda R. Windsor, 520 So.
6th St., Murray, Mrs. Lois V.
Cruthfield. No. 35 Riviera Tr.
CI, Murray, Marva M. Payne,
402 Cherry St., Murray., Mrs.
Fay W. Turner, Rt. 6, Box 320-
A, Murray. Mrs. Marion E.
Williams, Rt._ 3, Box 1106,
Murray, "Mrs. Nancy
Kea  or. .111._ 1. Paris. _Tenn.,
Amy I.. .Galloway, Box
Kirksey, Roscoe M. Spice nd,
.RI 1, Calvert City, N . ole E.
Morris. 803 Mc '
Paris, Tenn., rs. Patsy
Jeanne Overb lit. :1, Benton,
Mrs. Pegg Prescott, Rt. 3,
Box 19 J lurray. Mrs. Mary'
Ann Hand. Rt. 1, Box 176,
Al o, Mrs. Agnes Viola
ngstaff, Rt. 1, Box 220-K,
Gilberts,: ilk, Dawn A.
Roesch. Rt. 2. Box 290,
Murray, Mrs. Margaret E..
Tharp, 2205 Coldwater Rd.,
Murray, Ray 1. Manley, Box
252, NeWroncord. Timothy W.
Brown. Rt. 7. Box 120,
Murray, Danny W. Paschall,
Box 15, Hazel, Mrs. Estelle
Lawrence, fit. 1, Kirksey,
Mrs. _ Dona_I,. Salers, Rt. 2.
Box 112, Calvert City. William
U. Kalberer, 904 Story,
Murray, Wallace D. Scar-
borough, 905 Fairlane Drive,
Murray, Mrs. Vonnie
Bishop. Box 19, New Concord,
T. G. ('urd. Box 176. Ne‘i
Concord. Mrs. Ethel E
Farris. Waldrops Tr. Ct.,
Murray, Robert 1.. Adams
texpired), Route 1, Box 294-1
Earn angton.
Sale Ends Wednesday, Oct 31st.
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Two great new coats for this fall. All
weather coats with versatile plaid button-
out liners that make them unbeatable year
round. Reg. 59' to 69" 3900
Make a sensational combination when
nubby sweaters or velour tops are matched
with tri-blend wool skirts.
Reg. to 24'"
COORDINATE SPORTSWEAR
Famous Nitre Nationally Advertised
Coordinate SOOrtswear. You will
recognize the labels! Includes pants.
tops. shirts. skirts, and jackets.
Stock up your fall wardrobe at
This fantastic price! Reg. to 24- 8
Always free layaways at
Centro Shopping Center -Murray Ky,
Are bigger than ever! Creating new excite-
. ment with soft feminine looks, winning'
colors and great new fabrics. Perfect for
daytime and evening. Reg. 2599 1 399
a'weata44/0,7e6
For crisp fall days nothing can c mpare to
the great team jeans and shirts or sweaters




Caftans & floats. Reg. 20" - 899
GENUINE LEATHER CLUTCH BAGS
The finishing touch is a fashion
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' Jack Tomlinson was appalled by the
waste involved in producing unleaded
gasoline. Like a lot of other people, he
wanted to do something about it. Unlike
most others, however: he had the
means.
Tomlinson. 56, owns Kentucky Oil
and Refining Co. at Betsy Layne in Pike
County. He also owns 12 service
stations in eastern and south-central
Kentucky.
Those stations soon will be selling
Dieselene, a mixture of unrefined
gasoline and heavy oil that Tomlinson
developed in five years of ex-
perimenting.
"About six years ago, I helped build a
platforrner (used in production of
unleaded gasoline l and it occurred to
me that was such a waste," Tomlinson
said in a telephone interview.
The problem, he said, was that 15
percent of the gasoline was lost in
conversion.
"I just had to do something,"
Tomlinson said. You can't make a
living burning up 15 percent of your
through-put. You can refine Dieselene
for i's percent."
Because he believed in Dieselene,
Tomlinson said he used it exclusively in
Today In History
By The Af Foclated Press
Today is Thursday, Oct. 25, the 298th
day of 1979. There are 67 days left in the
year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1971, Communist
delegates replaced Nationalist
delegates in the Chinese seat in the
United Nations.
On this date:
In 1701, colonial Philadelphia was
granted a city charter.
In 1854, British forces conducted the
(large of the Light Brigade in Russia
in the Crimean War.
In 1936, the Axis was formed between
Germany and Italy.
In 1954, for the first time, a session of
the U.S. Cabinet was televised.
In 1962, the Cuban Missile Crisis
neared its climax as the White House
released an intelligence report showing
a rapid Russian buildup in Cuba.
In 1973, American forces around the
world were put on alert amid fears that
Soviet troops might be sent to the
troubled Mideast.
Ten years ago: The United States and
Soviet Union announced that they
would soon open Strategic Arms
Limitation Talks.
Five years ago: Secretary of State
Kissinger and Soviet leader Brezhnev
discussed new strategic arms
limitation measures in Moscow.
One year ago: President Carter
named Alfred Kahn to head his anti-
inflation effort.
Today's birthdays: Singer Helen
Reddy is 38. Country Music star Minnie
Pearl is 67. Retired baseball player
Bobby Thomson is 56.
Thought for the day: It is no use to
blame the looking-glass if your face is
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his 1979 diesel-powered Oldsmobile.
In 19,97:).2 miles, the car averaged
25.34 miles per gallon, he said. Its
engine was dismantled by a mechanic
in Tomlinson's native Pulaski County
and showed no wear, he said. -
"You could still see the hone marks in
the cylinder walls and, of course, the
valves were just like new. The only
problem! possibly could see is that the
fuel) might be a little dry for the fuel
pump. As long as you keep up the
viscosity, or thickness, I don't think
there will be any wear. But, if you get
the diesel too heavy, it congeals.
"One reason we tore the engine down
was to find out if more power damaged
the bearings„ but we could find no
damage whatsoever."
As for Dieselene emissions,
Tomlinson said, "It's not cleaner than
gasoline, but certainly cleaner than No.
2 diesel because you have lighter
hydrocarbons and they will explode
easier and burn cleaner."
Tomlinson said he hopes to begin
pumping Dieselene at his service
stations by Nov. 1. Premium gasoline is
being phased out at most other stations
and Dieselene possibly could be sub-
stituted, provided it catches on, he said.
"It will have to state right on the
pump: 'Flammable - Dieselene - to
be used in diesel engines only.' It can't
be used for anything else."
While Tomlinson is certain Dieselene
will increase mileage ratings and
reduce refinery waste, he doesn't know
how the state and federal governments
will react to its sale.
"We're lust going to start it and see




Almost two thousand years before the
Italian N. Machiavelli wrote his famous
treatise, The Prince, which told rulers
of his day how to make friends and
dispatch enemies, some of his advice
was anticipated by the author of the
Chinese classic HsUn-tzu, written in the
third century before Christ:
The ruler is like a boat; the
common people are like water. It Is
water that supports the boat, and it
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For The 1948 Murray State 'Team
Saturday, one of Murray State's most.
remembered teams will hold a reunion
as part of the Homecoming weekend.
Twenty-eight members of the 59-
member squad of the 1948 Tangerine
Bowl team have indicated they will be
back for the occasion.
Coached by Fred Faurot, the team
went 9-1-1 that year, losing only to
Eastern Kentucky and winning the Ohio
Valley Conference championship in the
league's initial year. Then off they went
to Orlando, Fla., to tie Sul Ross College
of Texas 21-21 in the Tangerine Bowl'-
the only bowl trip a Murray football
team has ever made.
Murray golf coach R. T. (Buddy
Hewitt was a 160-pound center on that
team, having come to the campus from
Montgomery Bell Academy in Nash-
ville. He had been coached there by the
late Howard Allen, a great Murray
r +++•-•-**-44+4•4-+++++++44-4+4++++++++••-•••-••-+++++•••••••
The Story Of -.2.1 1
Calloway County
1822-1976 By Dorothy and Kerby Jennings
Copyright, 1111$
+ • •-•-• +4-4-0-4-11-44-44-44+++++++++++++++ 
Other events worthy of recording for the year included the coal
famine of October, 1917, when hundreds of town families went
without heating fuel for several weeks. It was a common sight to
see townspeople crosscutting wood on Clark's River banks SaturdaYs
and Sunday to replenish the supply' at needy homes. It was also.
this writer's good fortune to have experienced the effort of sharing
with the needy in times of distress, assisting George Williams in
sawing timber down on the river.
The Schroader lot on ther-Asite of the present 1978 post office
had been purchased and work underway, clearing the place for the
mail service. The Woman's Club in cooperation with the Commercial
Club began to beautify and make ready vacant town lots for Liberty
gardens. War registration for military; service tallied 1,690 on
three registration days, June 5, 21 and 30. Free mail delivery' serv-
ice was inaugurated in Murray on June 1, 1917, with Elias Robertson
and Cull Phillips appointed carriers. A 16 ounce loaf of bread sold
at the Murray Bakery for 10 cents. Work was begun on the con-
struction of the west highway through Lynn Grove to build the
road as-far as the Frank Beaman place about four miles west of
town: This was,,the first effort made in Calloway County for the
construction of primary highways. Bufe Brown shipped an SW
pound hog to St. Louis. Tobacco was selling as high as $15.52
average in the last month of the year. Smallpox broke out near
Kirksey when James Jackson was sticken ill after being exposed to
the disease at a Paducah hospital. Another to contract the contagion
was Arkie Lawrence near Wiswell who fell ill soon after arriving
from Detroit. The first county farm agent was authorized during
the year with the fiscal court allocating $1,100 for the countv's share.
The first municipal light plant got under a head of steam during
the year and was ready to generate current in December when the
"White Way" blazed around court square, a brilliance that stunned
the folks. NV. B. King of Tennessee was employed as superiuteudent
but resigned during construction. The vacancy was filled by William
Stitts at a salary of $100 during the balance of construction and $12.5
a month ,after the plant went into operation. City council refused
the first bids for electric bonds of $20,000 but on a re-sale offering1'
completed the deal. Lights in town had extinguished during the
closing down of the Crawford plant, forcing the movie theater to
lock its doors. Townspeople returned to coal oil lamps and candles,
but that was little inconvenience.
Effects of the waging World War I took a toll also on other
activities, however Murray High School dosed a successful season
with a record 17 graduates. Hazel Academy also held graduation
exercises for the technical school Saturday, May 21, 1917. Redpath
Chautauqua had a modest run op the high school grounds. County
fair was trimmed to four days and Booster Radcliffe Chautauqua
played Hazel for three days.
To Be Continued
quarterback in the early 193(s.
+ +
Sul Ross had a halfback that day in
Orlando named Ted Scown, whom
Buddy still regards as one of the finest
running backs he has ever seen. Scown
ran wild the first half, scoring the
Texans' three touchdowns before his
leg was gashed by a screw from
someone's shoe after a cleat had come
off and he had to leave the game with
the score 21-14.
Murray came back in the third
quarter to score again and had a field
goal, which would have won the game,
blocked in the closing seconds. It was
blocked by a big, hulking tackle by the
name of Dan Blocker, who went on to
star as Hoss Cartwright in the long-
running television series, "Bonanza."
+++
Also on that 1948 MSU team were
Bailey Gore, now a member of the
recreation faculty at Murray State, and
former football coach Bill Furgerson.
Bailey was a halfback from Hopkin-
sville while Ferg was one of Faurot's
three quarterbacks and from Murray
High by way of Dexter.
Many of the 1948 players were World
War II veterans, having fought in the
Battle of The Bulge, in the South Pacific
and across North Africa. Several were
considerably older than those of their
teammates coming right out of high
school. The veterans took their football
serious, Ferg recalls. He was one of the
18-year-olds when he joined the team.
"They practiced hard, played hard and
never missed a practice," he said.
+ + +
One was Powell Puckett, a guard
from Shelbyville, Ky., and a fine
specimen of a man. "If you could make
It through the exercises with Powell
leading them, you were in good shape,"
Ferg laughed. Puckett drove an old
Army command car and generally had
an old dog snuggled against him. He is
said to have even driven the vehicle up
the steps of Wells Hall one evening to
pick up his date.
Paul Ward, a tackle from Bruceton,
Tenn., was.singled out as the "unsung
hero" of the team. Considered the best
blocker on the team, he had the job it'
the Tangerine Bow) of keeping big Dan
Blocker out of the play. He later
coached at Huntington, Tenn., and saw
his teams go through five undefeated
seasons.
+ +
The 1948 team was an explosive team,
running off the Split T formation made
famous by Faurot's brother, bon, at the
University of Missouri. Blessed with a
powerful offensive game, the squad
was divided into three teams, each just
about as explosive as the other, and by
alternating the complete units, Faurot
would literally wear down the opposing
team with fresh talent.
Ferg leaned back and laughed
despite his badly broken right wrist
when he thought aboat Al Cope, the
team's center from Charleston, Mo.
"We didn't have face masks in those
days," he said, "and Al had his nose
broken so many times he could move it
all over his face.
"Finally, some of the folks in in-
dustrial arts made him a plastic face
mask, but the first time he wore it, an
opposing player grabbed it and alrnot
tore off Al's head. That was the end of
the face mask. He would have rather
had a broken nose than a broken neck."
+++
The team will be recalling many
cherished memories when the 28 meet
at 8 a.m. in the training room of Win-
slow Cafeteria. Joe Bronson from
Chicago will be there. Joe, at 130.
pounds, was too small to play high
school football, but went off to service,
gained some weight and turned out to
be a real speedster with quick hands.
Also expected back will be William
speedball ) Woody, who as a blond,
tow-headed, kid, was the team's trainer
and from West Tennessee.
John Cromwell, the biggest man on
the team, will be back. From Paducah,
John stood 6'4" and weighed 230
pounds. He played tackle and was a
voice major with "one of the prettiest
tenor voices you'll ever hear."
John Hackney, a tackle from
Hopkinsville, also will be back. A
member of the Murray State Athletic
Hall of Fame, John was extremely
quick and was the only man on the team
whom Coach Faurot would permit to
line up opposite a gap in the opposing
line. Everyone else had to line up on
.somebody.
+ +
The team had a very distinct West
Kentucky flavor with seven players
from Hopkinsville, three from Murray,
two from Mayfield and one each from
Paducah and Henderson.
Four are deceased - Jim Hum-
phreys, Bob Perkins, Roland ( Abner )
Yokum and Bob Heealey, who lost his
life while duck hunting on Kentucky
Lake. These will be remembered in a
special way Saturday.
So far, those who have indicated
they'll be on hand to slap each other on
the back and reminisce are:
Bronson, Dave Carlisle, David Clark,
Cope, Cromwell, former Murray State
coach Jim Cullivan, Don and Ken Evitt,
Furgerson, Gore, Hackney, Hewitt,
Floyd Hooks, Ralph McClain, Dale
McDaniel, Vincent Marquess, B. I.
Middleton, John Petillo, Puckett,
Charles Russell, Alton Rodgers, Jr.,
Fred Saunders, John Singleton, Ward
and Woody.
Also, Joe Yancey, Danny Wales and
assistant Coach John Miller. No word
has been received from Coach Faurot,
and assistant coach Roy Stewart isn't
expected to be able to make the
reunion.
WRITE TO POLITICIANS
As a service to our readers, The
Murray Ledger di Times
periodically publishes the addresses
of the state and federal elected
representatives serving our area.
.FEDERAL LEVEL. .. .
Any senator or representative
may be reached through the
congressional switchboard, 202-224-
3121.
Here are the mailing addresses:
Sen. Walter D. Huddleston
:1327 Dirksen Building Washington
D.('. 20510
Sen. Wendell H. Ford
4107 Dirksen Building
Washington, D. C. 20510
Murray Field Office, 753-1852
Rep. Carroll Hubbard, Jr.
204 Cannon House Office Bldg.
Washington, D. C. 20515
STATE LEV EL .
State legislators may be reached
in Frankfort when the General
Assembly is in session by dialing 1-
564-2500 or by writing tothem in care
of the State Capitol Building,
Frankfort, Ky. 40601. Home
addresses of state legislators
serving Calloway County are:
Sen. Richard Weisenberger
Waite 7
a field, Ky. 42066
1,00king Back
10 ) ears Ago
Glenn Kelso, Hardy Kelso, and
Charles T. Carter are pictured making
sorghum molasses on the old' mule-
driven sorghum mill on the Ivan Carter
farm near Lynn Grove. Carter has been
making molasses there for over 40
years.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Dessie
Mae Moubray, 72, and Mrs. Pearl
Evans Nanney, 62.
Wilson Gantt, registrar and dean of
admissions at Murray State University,
has been elected president of the
Kentucky Association of Collegiate
Registrars and Admissions Officers.
Carol Rolfe Boaz has been selected to
represent the Murray Business and
Professional Women's Club as "Young
Career Woman of the Year."
The Murray High School Tigers beat
the Hopkinsville High School Tigers by
the score of 23 to 21 in a football game
last night.
20 Years Ago
The area of the city of Murray was
increased by action of the Murray City
Council from 550 to 600 acres. The area
west and south of the present city limits
will be in the city before 1960 and the
newly acquired residents will count in
the 1960 census.
Deaths reported include W. H.
(Harnpi Childress, 76, Mrs. Lena
Harmon, 57, and Mrs. Mary Elizabeth
Compton.
A total of 87 farmers in Calloway
County have filed applications for
contracts in the Soil Bank Conservation
Reserve beginning in 1960, according to
Chairman Herman Fulton.
Births reported at the Murray
Hospital include a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Carlos Pitts and a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Hearon Parker.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold R. Kilgore
announce the engagement and ap-
proaching marriage of their daughter,
Shirley Ann, to Bert Junior Garland,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Bert David
Garland.
30 I ears Ago
The coal strike will be,felt in Murray
today with the announcement by the
Nashville, Chattanooga, and St. Louis
Railway that the only two passenger
trains serving Murray will be dropped
from service until the strike is settled.
Deaths reported include Oscar
Turnbow, 55,
Paris Landing State Park is now
being developed on the shores of
Kentucky Lake.
Whit Imes was toastmaster at the
reunion held at Alma High School with
over 200 persons present.
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. William Batsel, a boy to
Mr.and Mrs. Damon Lovett, and a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. James W. White, all on
Oct. 18.
An old fashioned square dance with
Brandon Dill and His Rhythm Ram-
blers will be held Oct. 28 at the Farris
Loose Leaf Floor.
Bible Thought
"We give thanks to God and the
Father of our lord Jests; Christ. pray-
'king always for you." Colossians 1:3
The well-balanced devotional life
- is one that looks to God in thankful-
ness and then round about 'upon
others in prayers of intercesston
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CPR Classes To Be Offered
Three cardio-puiiii.oilar)
resuscitation review -
recertification classes will be
offered nest ‘s eek, according
to Phillip I. Adams, an
emergent). Medical
technician who will serve as
instructor for the sessions
Sponsored • b) the Murray-
Callowa) Counts chapter of
the American Red Cross, the
classes will be at 6:30 p.m.
Monday tOct. 29), Friday
, Nov 2) and Saturday iNov.
31. Current CPR card holders
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The sessions will be in Room
104 of Faculty Hall on the
Murray State University
campus, Adams said, and
each class is limited to 20
people.
"Each class will begin with
a short review and question
and aqswer period followed by
a written exam," Adams said.
"The test will be a com-
bination of true-false, multiple
choice and listing type
questions.
"After taking the test, class
members will be assigned
partners and given time to
practice CPR techniques until
they are ready to be evaluated
by an instructor."
Textbooks for the class
are Cardiopulmonary
Resuscitation, the July 1974
issue, and the revised Sep-
tember 1978 issue of The First
Aid For Relieving Obstruction
Airways.
The books necessary for the
class are at the Red Cross
office in the Calloway County
courthouse, Adams said, and
cost 50 cents. "There is no
other charge for this class,"
he said, "and people are urged
to use their old texts if they
have them."
Individuals interested in
attending one of the classes
may call the Red Cross office
at 753-1421 during office hours
and sign up for the session
they prefer.
"We'll fill each class on a
first-come, first-served
basis," said Adams, "and
people also are invited to
come by the Red Cross office
and leave their name,. phone
number and which session
they wish to attend. There will
be a list of review questions
available, too, which would be




Leadership has been named
for five groups which make up
the youth organization of the
John Y. Brown, Jr., for
Governor campaign in
Calloway County for the Nov.
6 general election.
Heading the youth effort
are:





Randy Lovett, 710 Poplar.
President of Murray State
University Young Democrats
— Tim Gray, Eddyville Route
1, junior.
Chairman of Young Far-
mers Committee — Randy
McCallon of Murray Route 2.
Co-chairmen of the Young
Business Committee —
George Landolt, 304 N. 4th St.,




Walter Steely of Murray
Route 2 has been named -to
head the agriculture com-
mittee of the John Y. Brown,
Jr., for Governor general
election campaign in
Calloway County.
His appointment was an-
nounced by Bill and Mary
Beth Warren, local coor-
dinators of the Brown
organization. Steely, who is
also serving as the assistant to
the coordinators, was
chairman of the agriculture
committee for Brown in the
primary election campaign.
Serving on the agriculture
committee with Steely are:
Mr. and Mrs. W. P. West,
Eddie Workman, Billy Joe
Kingins, Danny Cunningham,
William Noby Carraway,
James Dale Erwin, Carl
Durham, and Billy Joe
Stubblefield.
A native of Calloway
County, Steely is a farmer and
an employee of Pennwalt
Corp. at Calvert City. He is a
graduate of Murray Training
School, where he was an FFA
member and earned the
American Farmer degree.
Steely also attended Murray
State University.
He has served on the Soil
Conservation Board in
Calloway County.
Steely, who is a member of
the Green Plains Church of
Christ, is married to the
former Jane Harrison of
Graves. County. They have
three children, Leland, 13,
Leigh Ann, 11, Mary Leslie, 1.
• STEREO • RADIO • CB. AUTOSOUND • INTERCOM
AM/FM Stereo with
Dolby* Cassette Deck





On sale now—everything for the "heart" of a great sounding
hi-fi system. Dolby noise reduction system expands dynamic
range, cuts noise, improves response. Built-in cassette deck
will record directly from the tuner, mike jacks or aux jacks. '











„rt . r7"7- 1
• 
• Realistic SCR-1800 AM/FM ,
Receiver/Cassette Recorder
• Two Optimue'-23 2-Way
Speaker Systems
• LAB-220 Belt-Drive Changer
with 529.95-Value Cartridge






• Realistic SCR-1800 AM/FM Stereo Receiver
with Dolby Noise Reduction Cassette Deck.
• Two MC-1400 Bass Reflex Speaker Systems







• Big Performance, Small Size
• Slide-Action Controls
Just 1.5x4543x63/4", but it delivers
plenty of -rich, full-bodied -
sound Fits easily under dash,











A great Multi-purpose speaker.
5" woofer for deep bass and 2"
tweeter for crisp "live-quality"
highs 40-1981






• Channel 9 Priority Switch
• PA Capability with CB Monitor
Find out where gas is cheapest,
who's got road service or get
travel directions. With SSB,
you get TRIPLE the channels







• LED Channel Readout
Join the swing to "sideband
with one of the finest base/
mobile rigs on the market
today! Includes mike, adjust-
able mobile mcunting bracket,







Here's an intercom you can use
almost anywhere. Easy to install









Just tap Play-Bar for
timesignals, 24 hours












Includes Channel 14 crys-
tals, add optional-extra
crystals for up to 2 more
channels. Batteries extra
21-1605
RADIO SHACK HAS OVER 7000 STO
RES AND DEALERS IN THE USA AND CANADA!
Olympic Plaza
Murray, Ky.
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Wearly To Give Distinguished
Lecture In Management Nov. 15
William I Wearly. chair-
man itt ,the board Of directors
and chief exec:on% e officer of
the Ingersoll-Rand Company,
%In dehver the third annual
7 Distinguished Lecture. in
Management at Murray State
',University on Thursday
evening, Nov. 15.
:1 His lecture entitled
:*"Increasing Productivity and
-.Communication in Business''
will follow a buffet dinner at
6:30 p.m. in the downstairs
banquet room of the Student
Center on the campus.
Sponsored by the Depart-
-meta of Management at
Murray State and the Four
Rivers Manufacturers
Council, the dinner and lee-
- ture are open to area business
I people, as well as university
7- faculty and staff. A limited
number of tickets are
: available at $7 each.
Dr. Rex F. Galloway,
cfiairman of the Department
s of Management and vice-
president of the Four Rivers
; Manufacturers Council, is
William I.. Wearly
coordinating the lecture
program. He said Wearly will
also speak to students in the
College of Business and Public
Affairs On "The 1980s —
Opportunities and Challenges
for Business" while on the
campus Nov. 15.
"We are delighted to have
the chief executive of one of
the world's largest cor-
porations on the campus to
speak to our students and to
-busifiesigneu • in the region,"
Galloway added. • 'Ingersoll-
Rand is a multibillion dollar




, • He noted that Nugent Sharp,
general manager of Ingersoll-
Rand, Centac Division in
Mayfield, was instrumental in
arranging for Wearly 'S visit to
the campus.
Wearly, who joined
Ingersoll-Rand in 1962 as vice-
president and consultant,
became chairman of the board
and chief executive officer in
•1967. He was formerly
president of Joy Manufac-
turing Company.
A native of Warren, Ind.,
van) now lives in. Greenwich,
Conn., Wearly earned the B.S.
-degree in electrical
engineering at Purdue
University. He holds honorary
MEMBERS OF THE Sigma Pi fraternity at Murray State University examine one of thefolders they will be distributing to Murray area residents when the fraternity takes part inthe Epsilon sigma Alpha fund drive for St. Jude's Children's Hospital, Memphis, Tenn.Shown, left to right, are Mike Pulley, Bernie Ray, Scott Wells, Allen Rails, and DavePresson.
Young Farmer, Adult Farmer
Classes To Begin At School
The Calloway County Young
Farmer Class and the Kirksey
Adult Farmer class will begin
October 29 and 30 respectively
at the Murray Area
Vocational Education Center.
The Young Farmer class
starts at 7:30 p.m. and the
Kirksey class starts at 7:00
p.m.
Each class will meet once
each week for ten weeks to
discuss various' aspects of
agriculture. Class topics were
selected by an advisory
committee made up of officers
from all classes.
Attention will be focused on
farm management and crop
production. Corn..sayhean and -
tobacco production will be






• All you can :
. eat, S1.99. .
. .
• Daily 6-10 am •.• .• 
• 
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discussed along with the use of
proper soil testing and fer-
tilizing for these crops.





farm -record keeping, no-
tilling, and alternative fuel
sources for the farm.
Interested persons are in-
vited to enroll in the class of
their choice. There will be no
tuition charge. Classes will be
conducted by Johnnie Stock-
dale, adult vocational
agriculture teacher.
Officers of the Young






FORT Hoop, Texas — Pvt.
David K. Greer, Whose wife,
'Martha, lives in Mayfield,
recently was assigned as a
tank driver with the 5th
Cavalry at Fort Hood, Texas.
He entered the Army in
April 1979.
Greer is a 1977 graduate of
Mayfield High School,
Mayfield.
His father, Henry Greer,
lives on Route 1, New Con-
cord, Ky.
M2410W Illealf MOW 162:3. 4111181
1978 Oldsmobile Regency
Four door, silver, silver vinyl roof, blue interior,
loaded, extra nice, approximately 22,000 miles.
, Price...Unbelievable!!!
GENTSAL MOTORS NUNS DIVISION
Veep That GreatGM Feeling 0
With Genuine GM Ports
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc
1 641 South




Murdock, treasurer; and Bill
Ed Murdock, reporter.
Officers of the Kirksey class
are: John Tucker, president;
Jewell McCallon, vice-
president; and Keith Nor-
sworthy, secretary.
doctoral degrees from Purdue
and Wilkes College.
Recognized as an expert in
the areas of international
trade and investment. Wearly
has testified baore a -number
of congressional committees
in Washington.
He has been a featurrd
speaker for several of the
nation's leading industrial
organizations and has





Wealry is a Member of the
polics committee of the
Business Roundtable.; the
executive committee of the
Machinery and Allied
Products Institute, and. the




He is on the boards of
directors of the American
Cyanamid Company, the
American Smelting and
Refining Company, the J. Ray
McDermott Company. the
Bank of New York, and the
National Association ,f
Manufacturers.
Ingersoll-Rand, one of the
world's giant corporatior,.
has more than 12 billion in
assets. The firm, which
operates 63 plants in the
United States and 41 abroa,.
had sales in 1978 of more
$2.3 billion.
Its broad of indirstrL.
machinery and equipmew
marketed in 119 countrh -
around the globe. The fin',
employs approximately 50,0fr
people.
Galloway said tickets forth'
Wearly lecture are available
through his office by ca1la4.
I 502 762-2094 or by contactui4
members of the Four River'
Manufacturers Council. ail
organization made up








made no later than No%.
Among Four Rivers r -ouncil
members in the Mu-ray area
are: Paul Kies,Ac,
manager, Fisher Price Toys:
Ed Shinners. plant inaniwt7r.
Vanderbilt Clxinical c,,m-





The biggest & most
exciting
Halloween Party Ever
Coming Oct. 30 Look For
Details Later In This Paper.
Buy From
$50 to 500
4\ Worth of Merchandise At
*No Money Down
*No Interest
( For 12 Full Months)
*No Carrying Charges
*12 Months To Pay
At No Interest
Nov. 1st, 2nd, 3rd
Come In Early Fill Out Your Ap-
plication Contract, then come in those 3
days and pick out your merchandise
without waiting.









Hamra In Play Cast
-.,Debra Lynn Geurin and Skip
Hamra, both of Murray and
students at Murray State
University, have been
selected as members of the
cast for "Angel Street," the
second major pr,oduction of
the year by the University
Theatre to be presented Nov.
840.
Geurin, the daughter of Mr.
Dr. Grady Cantrell





University, will be the speaker
at the fall meeting of the
Kenlake Council of Teachers
of Mathematics at Mayfield
High School on Thursday
evening, Nov. 8.
Reservations for the 6 p.m.
dinner Meeting are $5.25 each
and must be made by Oct. 31
with Dr. Harvey Elder,
Department of Mathematics,
Murray State University,
Murray, Ky., 42071, telephone
762-2311.
Cantrell's topic for his
presentation will be "What To
Do After You Turn It On." It
deals with the uses and
qjisuses of the calculator in
the classroom.
A member of the faculty at
Murray -State since 1968,
Cantrell has interest in and
experience with mathematics
from the .primary grades to
poSt-graduate studies. He has
conducted - an introductory
conege mathematics course
with emphasis on calculator
use.
Cantrell is currently in-
volved with the Integrated,
Science-Mathematics -
Education Project rISMEP)
at Murray State, which is
designed to incorporate
science and mathematics into




Subscribers who have not receni-
ed their home-delivered copy of
The Murray Ledger & Times by
5.30 p m. Monday-Friday or by
3:30 p.m. Saturdays are urged to
cal 753-1916 between 5:30 p.m.
and 6 p.m., Monday through Fri-
day, or 3:30"p.m. and 4 p.m.
Saturdays.
A circulation department
employee on duty during these
time periods to insure delivery of
your newspaper. Calls must be
placed by 6 p.m. weekdays of 4
p.m. Saturdays to guarantee
delivery
The regular business office hours
of The Murray Ledger & Times are
$ all. to 5 p.m., Monday through
Friday and 8 a.m. to noon, Satur-
days.
and Mrs. Bill G: Geurin of Me
S. 6th St., is a freshman
speech and theatre major. She
will play the role of Nancy, the
young cockney housegirl, in
the production.
Hamra of 304"2 S. 12th St.,
- the son of Philip A. Hamra,
Memphis, Tenn., and Mrs. A.
J. Hamra, Hamlin, is a senior
speech and theatre major. He




mystery thriller set in Vic-
torian England revolves
around a suave gentleman
who is slowly but surely,
driving his wife crazy and an
unsolved crime of 15 years
involving murder and stolen
jewels.
Under the direction of
Robert E. Johnson, "Angel
Street" is this year's entry in
the American College Theatre
Festival.
It will be presented each
evening at 8 p.m. in the
University Theatre of the
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center.
Admission is 83. Tickets may
be obtained by contacting the
University Theatre, Murray
State University, Murray,





Dr. Jim SickeL.an assistant
professor of biological
sciences at Murray State
.University, will be par-
ticipating in. a week-long
cours'e at the Marion
Biological Laboratory, Woods





Control," is designed to
provide participants with the
latest techniques in in-







provide a better Sn-
derstanding of invertebrate
ecology and can be applied to
commercial aquiculture and
fisheries management.
Among those teaching the
course are representatives
from Harvard and Johns
Hopkins Universities, the U.S.
Environmental Protection
Agency, the National Marine
Fisheries Service, Dalhousie,
the Marion - Biological
Laboratory, the Woods Hole
Oceanographic Institution, the
Massachusetts Lobster
Hatchery and the University
of Texas.
In 1870, Napoleon III




The biggest & most
exciting
Halloween Party Ever
Coming Oct. 30 Look For
















1407 W. MAIN. PHONE 753-4681
Special Prices Good
Oct 25 Ifiru
Of sttf, ft kOf kir le LAM lirmilMilts Ores 6-3 Ilea-14w
WE GLARY ACCEPT FOOD STAMPS Fri aad Sat. S-8






  4 Roll Pkg. 7
With $12.50 Additional
Purchase Excluding







































20 c',z 69' RAISIN BRAN
•
Ronco Med. or Wide
$i 69


























BAKING MIX 40 oz 99'
Nabisco Premium
CRACKERS 1 lb box 59'
Dixie Refill 9 Oz
CUPS  80c1 89'
Ken L-Ration
DOG FOOD  15 oz 4/$1°13
Kleenex Boutique



























PANCAKE SYRUP 36 oz 99'
New Herb Magic


























CHILLI 15 oz 69C
New Betty Crocker-All Flavors
SIDE NICKS 4' 2 Oz 59
Muss/emons 16 oz
APPLESAUCE 3/$1




WE HAVE THE FUSSIEST MEAT DEPT. IN TOWN DELI PRODUCE DEPT.
U.S. Choice Chicken Fry
STEAK












Owen's Best Oven Baked
TURKEY BREASTS
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A WORD PROCESSING WORKSHOP — at Murray State University was the setting for a demonstration of the
operation of a memory typewriter. Dr. Patsy Nichols, instructor in the department of office administration and
businecs'education, and coordinator of the workshop, (center) explains the methodology of the unit. Regina Cun-
ningham (seated) of Murray, a senior at CCHS, practices the steps involved in using the typewriter. Other CCHS
students who attended the workshop observe the demonstration.
First Audubon Society Program
Will Be Given Oct. 26 At MSU
• 'Song of the Northern
Prairie" is the title of the first
National Audubon Society
program So be presented
Friday evening, Oct. 26, at
Murray State University as
part of a lecture-film series
scheduled for the 197940
school year.
To begin at 7 p.m. in' -the
 Student Center auditorium,
the presentation by wildlife
photographer Allen James
King is sponsored by the
Department .of Biological
Sciences and is open to the
public at no charge. '
North Dakota is the prin-
cipal locale of the program
and provides a significant
sampling of the prairie
wilderness _environment.
Filnring in the warmth of the
prairie spring brings
thousands of migrating birds,
the calrving of the bison, the
proghorn antelope and prairie
dog. It is a time of easier
tiunttng for• predators such as
the black-footed ferret,
coyote, and golden eagle.
The sun also brings the
prairie fires, low curtains of
flame which ravage the
grasslands, yet are an im-
portant contribution to the
environment. The charred
grounds protect roots which
yield a great variety of wild
flowers, a spread of vivid
colors which cover the
membry of a blackened earth.
The prairies have not been
without the profound effects of
man. Both Indian and western
man have enjoyed and utilized
the prairie. Time and geologic
forces have also manipulated
the land. Examples of each of
these forces are illustrated in
the film.
Es4ential to the prairie
Wilderness and an important
feature of this program Ore
the wetlands, the marshes,
and the lakes which nourish
the.land and its wildlife. They
are also the most 'spectacular
centers of . activity on the
prairie. .
While filming. King chose to
concentrate on a colony of
nesting grebes. Unlike the
comorants and pelicans, the
young grebes hatch within a
few days and leave the nest
early to take up residence on
their parents' backs tem-
porarily.
King, a native of Michigan,
began his venture into wildlife
photography at an Audubon
Wildlife Film. He attended the
program while at Jackson
Community College. He joined
the local Audubon chapter and
became an active member
Thrgugh his Audubon ac-
tivities, he met Walter and
Myrna Berlet • who suc-
cessfully encouraged Min_ to
become a wildlife
photographer.
When not filming or lec-
turing, King is a graduate




In 1629, King Charles I of
England granted the
Bahamas to Attorney General
Sir Robert Heath, who at-
tempted no settlement there.
Wholl Pay You 12.651% On Six
Month Savings Certificates?
Peoples Bank money market certificates are non-negotiable time deposits.
These certificates have a 6 month maturity (182 days). The minimum deposit
amount is $10,000, but deposits may be made in any amount of $10,000 or
more. Federal regulations prohibit the compounding of interest on these
money market certificates. The interest is subject to change at maturity. This
12.651% rate is effective on certificates purchased from now through Oct. 31, 1979.
WH011 PAY YOU 8.25% ON FOUR YEAR MONEY CERTIFICATES?
If you want a longer term certificate - how about our new higher interest
FOUR YEAR MONEY CERTIFICATE? You can earn an interest rate only VA%
below the average four year yield on U.S. Treasury securities. The interest rate
for October is 8.25% and yields 8.6%. The rate on new certificates is. determin-
ed the first of each month.
WHOU PAY YOU 5!4% ON A PASSBOOK SAVINGS?
Do you have some surplus..cash you want readily available yet want to earn in-
terest on it? Then a Blue Chip Savings account is your answer. Interest rate is 51/4%
and paid quarterly. Interest is paid from the day of deposit to day of withdrawal.
WHOU OFFER YOU A FULL RANGE OF OTHER CERTIFICATES OF
DEPOSIT TO SUIT YOUR NEEDS?
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7 oz. Aerosol Can
Colorless, -odorless & grease free, $2







Mileage Meter & Timer
$9900
Wipes away tarnish, brilliantly polishes all
metals, no paste, no liquids, no spilling.
"The Polish Is In Your Blitz Cloth"
$ 1 6 7










For Frigid Weather, 75% Wool,











50% Down, 50% Feather












Boys & Men's Sizes
$1297
Uncle Jeff's has the largest selection under 1 roof of hardware, paint, automotive,
plumbing, electrical, sporting goods, health and beauty aids, housewares, clothing
and shoes, toys, a complete camera department and the lowest priced discount
pharmacy in the entire area. Everything At Discount Prices.













Sledge & Axe Handles
Super Discount Prices
12 ft. copper







pumps water, oil, chemicals & other liquids


























Use on stoves, andirons, barbeque grills,










3, 6, 8& 10 Amp
Battery Chargers
3.6-812 & 24 Volt











Tape as low" 774 roll
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Keeps entire washer system, including 
pum-
































('' Curb & Choke
Cleaner
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715 So. 12th St.
753-1214
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401 Olive — 753-5321
"All The
Way Lakers"
Tommy Workman (26) prepared to block for a














The Worlds Most Advanced Combine
Wavier of Interest on Used
Combines Until May 1, 1980
Bank of Murray
Member FDIC
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Tickets Going Going Could Be Gone By Saturday
"Murray State officials are hoping to fill 16,800-seat Roy Stewart Stadium above) for the first time when the Racers meet
Eaftern Kentucky in a football game Slturday.
Lakers Must FindWebster Co.,
Then Seek Season's 1st Victory
By GARY GARTH
Ledger & Times Sports Writer
Calloway County coach Stan
Outland would like to know
more about Webster County -
like how to get there.
"I'm still worrying about
being on time," he said. "So
that should tell you how much
1 know about their team in
particular."
Outland does know that the
Trojans are 6-3 and figure to
provide worthy opposition for
the Lakers, who will be seek-
ing their first victory in nine
games when the 7:30 p.m.




Calloway as a serious threat to
pull an upset and vows his
team isn't taking the Lakers
lightly.
"Calloway may be 0-8 but
that doesn't mean that they
are an 0-8 ballclub," he said.
.!`They could have beaten
Midland and they had a good
chance to beat Crittenden."
Hawkins said that his team
, likes to run the ball, an ob-
vious fact after he stated that
"we just don't like to pass. We
prefer to control the ball and
grind it out."
"Webster has a good runn-
ing game," Outland said.
"We'll run a six-man front to
try and shut it off."
Webster County is still in the
running for a district title, and
Hawkins hopes that factor
helps remove from his
players' minds the homecom-
QUALITY SERVICE
co ok
ing festivities that will follow.
"The fact that this is our
homecoming won't help us at
all," he said. "If we keep our
thoughts on the game, we
should be in good shape."
Calloway, meanwhile, at-
tempts to salvage a season, its
first ever in varsity competi-
tion, with a victory or two
before the season ends, says
Outland.
"I'm disappointed for our
kids that we haven't won yet,"
he says. "It seems like all the
breaks have been against us
every time we have a chance
to win."
Calloway has been in the
running for a victory on
several occasions. It lost to
McLean County in double
overtime in its third game.
And it led both Reidland and
Crittenden, the team it lost to
last week, at various stages of
the games.
Now, with only two contests
left, the Lakers must whip
either Webster County or
Fulton City, their Nov. 2 oppo-
nent, to prevent a winless
season.
"I know we'll look at this
season as a learning ex-
perience later on,- Outland
said. "But tight now, not hav-
ing won a game isn't easy to
take for me or the players."
Picker Says LSU To Upset Florida St.
It's 'Get The Top Gun'
By WILL GRIMSI.EY
AP Special Correspondent
Down in the football-mad
Southwest, cowboy country,
they play a little game called
"Get the Top Gun." It's
suicidal. Somebody knocks off
the big guy and the knocker-
offer becomes the immediate
target for every brash kid who
walks into the saloon.
GRIMSLEY'S PICKS
Texas beats a power-packed
Oklahoma. The Longhorns, in
turn, get blown out the window
by underdog Arkansas. Now
Arkansas has to face up to a
tough and feisty Houston. It's
the week's college football
special, matching the coun-
try's No. 4 and No. 6 ranked
elevens.
Florida State is the only
other Top Ten team likely in
trouble, facing Louisiana
State in the bedlam of Baton
Rouge.
Last week's tally: a career
high of 46-9, .827, including the











To See Our New Look
And Have
Breakfast any time 5:00 a.m. till 10:00 p.m. 7
Catfish Special
$235 All You Can Eat $350





All You Can Eat It
;31  Homemade Pies Are Our Spociahy
Thank Yowl Francis St. John
901 Coldwater Rd.
86, .756.
Houston 17, Arkansas 10: If
Coach Lou Holtz says his
Razorbacks are overrated,
we'll have to take his word for
it.
Alabama 42, Virginia Tech
14: No. 1, how sweet it smells.
The Crimson Tide turns up its
nose at less.
Nebraska 38, Colorado 6:
Jarvis Redwine. averaging
close to seven yards a carry,
adds to Chuck Fairbanks'
miseries.
Southern Cal 43, California
14: The Trojans are big and
deep enough not to allow a
letdown after the emotional
Notre Dame game.
Ohio State 32, Michigan
State 20: Sophomore Art
Schlichter fills the air with
footballs - a new Buckeye
trademark.
Oklahoma 45. Iowa State 7:
The Sooners' speed and power
boys run their options behind a
line that avei•ages better than
2.50pounds.
Louisiana State 25, Florida
State 20: The Bayou Bengals,
who almost knocked off USC,
should shake up the standings
with this one.
Texas 28, Southern
Methodist 14: With SMU's
Mike Ford hors de combat, the
Longhorns have a big quar-
terback edge with Donnie
!Attie.
Michigan 33, Indiana 14:
The Wolverines should have,.
some trouble with the
Hoosiers' Tim Clifford, a near
60 percent pass completer.
Brigham Young 31, New
Mexico 10: BYU's versatile
Marc Wilson is heading
toward the 2,000-yard mark.
mostly by air.
Pittsburgh 19, Navy 6: Pitt's
rugged defenders build a trap
for Mike Sherlock and spoil
Navy's unblemished record.
Auburn 28, Wake Forest 14:
Joe Cribbs, Auburn's strong,
phantom-hipped tailback,
should add t his scoring
laurels.
Notre Dam 25, South
Carolina 19: Ne er a letup for
the %Tali h. The
Gamecocks could tough if
the Irish snooze.
North Carolina 27, East
Carolina 10: A good matchup
between NC's Amos Lawrence
and EC's Anthony Collins.
Purdue 37, Northwestern 0:
The Wildcats have scored two
touchdowns in their last four
games. The famine continues.
Washington 17, UCLA 14:
The slumbering giant
awakens after two galling
setbacks.
The others, once over
lightly: -
EAST
Penn St. 28, West Va. 7;
Boston College 14, Army 10:
Colgate 17, Columbia 7:
Cornell 14, Dartmouth 7:
Princeton 20, Harvard 7;
Brown 22, Holy Cross 19; Yale
30, Penn 7; Syracuse 21,
Miami Fla.)' 10; Delaware 32,








See 1SU, page 14
Coming To
Big K
Of VALUES The biggest & most
exciting
- 1121-Iowean4-?.rty Ever
Coming Oct. 30 Look For
Details Later In This Paper.
By TONY WILSON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
Even the weather forecast, calling
for a crisp, clear Saturday, is
cooperating with the efforts of Murray
State officials to fill Roy Stewart
Stadium to capacity for the first time in
its seven-year history.
And other minor notes, like:
the outright lead in the Ohio Valley
Conference,
e the chance to knock off the nation's
top-ranked Division I-AA team;
and an opportunity to extend a five-
game winning streak enhance the odds
of having the 16,800-seat capacity pack-
ed for the 3:07 p.m. kickoff.
Eastern Kentucky's Colonels, the
barrier the Racers must topple to
achieve those notes, likely won't be faz-
ed by a sellout crowd. In Richmond,
Ky., last Saturday, Eastern and
Western Kentucky played before a
crowd of 25,300, the largest ever to
witness an OVC game.
But Joe Ward, who handles Murray
State's game-by-game ticket sales, has
been fazed - by the number of requests
for tickets.
Mi.iiray Ledger 8( Times
"I haven't had time to sit down and
take a breath," Ward said this morn-
ing. "There's a possibility we will sell
out of reserved seat tickets today."
Indeed. His office reported later this
morning that reserved bleacher tickets
had, in fact, all been sold and that
general admission tickets, priced at $4
for adults and $2 for children, went on
sale at 1 p.m. today.
Ward was unable to supply a figure of
how many general admission tickets
are available because of the uncertain-
ly of the number of complimentary
tickets that will be given out.
Ward also said that the rate the
reserved bleacher seat tickets sold was
approximately two and one-half times
that of past games.
"We just usually dotet sell that many
advance tickets," Ward said. He
estimated that about 2,000 reserved
bleacher tickets had already been sold.
As to where ticket buyers are from,
Ward says "they're from everywhere.
We've had a lot of mail-ins, and and
there's been a large number driving up
from Paducah."
The north ticket booth at the stadium
will open at 12:30 p.m. Saturday to sell
general admission tickets, but Murray
State officials were unable to estimate
how many would be available.
Doug Vance, Murray State's sports
information director, says "anyone
that doesn't get tickets before Saturday
should get there early. There's no
guarantee that everyone will be able to
get the number they want."
Figures for the largest crowd in
Stewart Stadium to date were
unavailable, but the first game in the
facility in 1973 and the homecoming
game of that year were likely the
largest, says Vance. The crowd size
hovered at the 14,000 level. The biggest
crowd last season was the 13,800 that
saw the Racers whip East Tennessee in
their homecoming game.
Eastern Kentucky hasn't won at Mur-
ray since 1969, and the Colonels have
never beaten the Racers in Stewart
Stadium.
TV notes:
ABC, which will provide a regional
telecast of the Murray-Eastern game,
See TICKETS, page 14
Murray High Is Final Opponent
For Haley, 7-1 Paducah Tilghman
By TONY WILSON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
The only "blemish on its
record_ has been a 16-6 loss to
Bowling Green, but for
Paducah Tilghman High
School, the defeat was enough
to end its chances of post-
season competition. Dan
Haley, for one, finds that fact
a little hard to swallow.
"Year in and year out, there
are teams in Western Ken-
tucky that are better than a lot
of playoff teams," Haley,
Tilghman's football coach,
said by phone yesterday. "I'm
not sure the playoff system is
as fair as a lot of people like to
think."
Especially for a team that
defeated . Mayfield, THE
power of football powers in the
state. Unfortunately, says
Haley, that victory over the
Cardinals came a week before
Tilghman's key district
matchup with Bowling Green.
-We came into that game
against Bowling Green) as
flat as we could possibly have
been," he said. So despite
their No.4 state ranking, the
Tornado must watch Bowling
Green, ranked No.3, try for
the Class 4-A state title.
In the meantime, Tilghman
tries for its eighth victory in
nine games Friday by hosting
Murray High to an 8 p.m.
contest at Paducah's
NtcWright Memoritil Stadium.
The gam e will close the
Tornado's season.
Haley insists there will be no
Bowling Green-repeat per-
formance against the Tigers.
"I didn't realize it until I
started looking at the films
Sunday," said Haley. "But
Murray is one of the better
teams around, and their
defense could well be the best
we've seen all year. We won't
underestimate them."
Murray enters the game on
the crest of a four-game
winning streak and a 6-3
record. The Tigers' last loss
came Sept. 21 against Heath,
and they have since reeled off
victories over Caldwell, Trigg,
Calloway and Todd counties.
"I'd have to say we're close
to peaking as a team,- said
Murray coach John Hina,
whose squad guaranteed him
a winning season last week
with a 35-0 victory. The Tigers
have a home game against
Marshall County to wrap up
their season Nov. 2.
"Tilghman beat Mayfield.
That's tells us what kind of.
team we'll be up against
Friday," said Hina. "But
we're certainly not going to be





Well, if you haven't then watch for our
Money Bag Float in the Homecoming Parade
Saturday.
There's something for everyone!
FREE candy and Eisenhower silver dollars
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'40. Expects Criticism As Herzog's Successor.40w vow
Calloway_County High runner Tommy Workman found little running room on this play last week against Crittenden Coun-
ty The Lakers go after their first victory Friday at Webster County.
No-Name Winners
By the Associated Press
LAKE BUENA VISTA. Fla.
— PGA tour rabbit Ed
Dougherty knows what it's
like to play in the final golf
event of the year. Disney
World's $250.000 National
Team Golf Classic.
"Your team just has to go
_together like ham and eggs. If
one guy gets hot and carries
the team for a few holes, that
picks-- up his partner and he
starts contributing. Nobody
hits every green — it takes a
total team effort.
You also can't let what
Some other team is doing
intimidate ou.•• 'continues the
long-stroking. Curly haired
Dougherty about the unique"
best-ball event for which 104
two-rnan teams teed up for the
first round today,
• • If you've birdied five of the
first nine holes and some other
team has birdied seven holes,
you -suck it up. •play harder
and just keep driving." adds
Dougherty. a five-year
Disney World Team Classic To Begin Today
veteran here.
Dougherty and his partner,
Ed Sabo. are not among the
favorites, but the cham-
pionship of this event has gone
to the unknowns in recent
years.
For the last five years. at
least one member of the
winning team has been a
Monday-morning ' qUalifier.
For the past four years. the
winning- purse . has gone to
guys with names 'like Wayne
Levi. Bob Mann, Bill Kratzert.
Woodie Blackburn and Dean
Refram.
Since 1974, the only member
of the winning (earn who has
ever won a tour event has bees(
Hurbert Green. He won at
Disney that year with
unknown Mac Mcl,endon
With . Jack Nicklaus. Tom.
Watson. Lee Trevino. Hale
Irwin and some of the most
illustrious money winners•
missing, the pre-tourney
favorite was the team of Andy
Bean and Jerry Pate. who won/
Picker Says LSU Should
Upset Florida State
Continued from page 13
Mississippi 28, Vanderbilt 7;
Tulane 23, Georgia Tech 17;
Miss. St. 20. S. Miss. 14;
Clemson 19; N. Carolina St. 15:
Citadel 20, Wofford 7:
Memphis St. 23, N. Texas St.
17. MIDWEST
Missouri 28, Kansas St. 7;
Minnesota 31. Illinois 12;
Miami 0. 23. Toledo 19;
Kansas 24, Oklahoma St. 20-;
Ball St. 26, Bowling Green 19;
Riainond- -211:—C1m1Mtalt 1S
Iowa 22, Wisconsin 20: W.
Michigan 18, Ohio U. 14.
SOUTHWEST
Baylor 27, Texas Christian
14; Texas MEM 33. Rice 10;
Arkansas St. 10, Lamar 7.
FAR WEST
Arizona St. 25, Utah St. 14;
Colorado St. 20, Air Force 7-;
Stanford 38, Oregon St. 12;
Hawaii 25, El Paso 14: Oregon
25, Washington St. 20: Utah 14,
-. 11 Diego 'St. i.
Coming To
Big K
The biggest & most
exciting
Halloween Party Ever
Coming Oct. 30 Look For
Details Later In This Paper.
some $400.000 bet%+een them
this year
Other favorites included
Toni Weiskopf-Ed Sneed. Ben
Crenshws -George Buriis. Torn
'KiteJohn Nlahaffe 3r.j. Lirry
Nelson-l.n I ,o::
The first two ro•,::•is ,f
72-hole event, %.71:,.7.
ear's qualifi!•....:
wins for . the w,--ers. art
played on s I:a
and Palm courses
Re o ,,ro
ard Magnolia. featuring 108
sand traps and more than
1.000 magnolia trees.
Beman also told an annual
pla.ers meeting Tuesday that
14 players 50 years old and
older are committed to play
seniors tournaments in
1,-.480. The series would have a
Seniors.Championship with, a





Continued from page 13
has added two stations that
will carry the-contest — those
in. Harrisburg. Ill_ and
Huntington, W.Va.
That brings the number of
stations carrying the game to -
nine, and the telecast will
reach eight states.
Locally, viewers may pick.
-up the game on channels 2
Nashville), 7 (Jackson,
Tenn. 12 1Cape Girardeau)










( for appointment and free estimate )
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Money Market Certificates 6 Months
This Rate Is In Effect Oct. 25 through Oct. 31
TERM 6 Months (182 Days); MINIMUM DEPOSIT: $10,000; GUARANTEED RATE
Each Week's Rate is based on the Treasury Auction
Save With
  Security Federal
-
t
e--.. ••••`.. —Savings & Lloan Association
,r/// ///// ,///7 i/ (7 , "Wfl', 1 II VI,
Mx mei
LENDER
Frey Aware Of Royals' Fire
By [MUG TUCKER
AP Sportswriter _
-KANSAS CITY. Mo. —
Frey's the name -- as in
fry...as in "out of the frying
pan and into the fire."
The Kansas City Royals had
to run for cover Jim Frey, an
obscure gentlemen who
labored 14 years in the minor
leagues and paid 16 years
worth of dues as a scout, coach
and minor league manager in




For Frey, no doubt a
knowledgeable baseball man.
Wednesday saw the
fulfillment of a lifelong dream
he aliiiost gave up on a time or
two.
"This is something I've
thought about, I guess, since I
was a kid," he said. "Anybody
who grows up wanting to be a
ballplayer and then staying in
professional baseball as long
as I have would like to think
they have the ability to
manage a major league team.
"And going beyond that, to
get an opportunity to manage
a good club, a winning club, is
even more than anyone could
expect."
For the Royals, Wed-
nesday's action may be the
biggest gamble they ever
took. For one. thing, neither
owner Fwing Kauffman nor
General Manager Joe Burke
has ever said why Herzog,
who guided the team to three
division championships in four
years, was fired. But most
observers agree it was
because of statements he
occasionally made that were
critical of the club's failure to
bring in new players.
In that light, it was in-
teresting that at least three
times during his introduction
to the .Kansas City media,
Frey referred to himself as
"an organization man."
Adding more fuel to the
pressure-conker - Frey- -is
stepping into is • the 410-304
record and three division
championships the Royals
brought home the past V--;
years. But Frey did not shrink
from the specter of the tough
act he's being asked to follow.
"Sure, I'm goruia be on the
spot, like 25 other managers;"
said the balding, 48-year-old
Cleveland native. "I came in
here fully aware of the fact
Whitey Herzog is a very
popular man here, and
deservedly so. lie won three
division championships."
Murray Is Tilghman's Final Foe
Continued from page 13
intimidated In any manner."
Tilghman's nine senior
team members include
tailback ('boo ('boo Lee, rated
as one of the top running backs
in the state. He, along with
safety William Thomas and
linebacker Etnest Carrigan,
among others, will be sorely
missed when the 1980 season
rolls around, Haley says.
"We're not losing too many
people by graduation, but I'm
not sure how well we can
recover from losing those
people," he said. "They have
been instrumental in all the
success we've had this year."
Lee and junior Geoff Pope
run out of a split backfield for
the Tornado, providing a one-
two running punch that
Murray must contain if it is to
win. Hina says. "They (Tilgh-
man) have so many ways to
beat you," he says. "Their
passing attack is very good,
and its a factor even if you do
shut down their running
game."
Todd County did anything
but shut down Murray's
ground game last week. Paced
by rushing totals of 229 yards
by Tim Foster and 89 by Nick
Swift, the Tigers rolled up 417
yards on the ground and  464
yards in total offense, 'their
best outputs of the season.
"We've tried all season to
establish a running game that
will strengthen our passing,"
Nina said. "I think we've
come close to reaching that
goal
Coast toeoast . Daily





30-30 cal. lever action rifle with straight grip stock and forearm of











Includes torch, tip, burner,



























Pick-Up Utility Box I
Heavy gauge Steel utility but Locks on both ends for additional
safety, 1-pr construction for strength White enamel finish For
full size or compact pickup, 736-5501 736-5620
SALE mosmawtt,"-"
$299 L  919
LUFKIN
FOLDING RULE
Double edge graduations, 6-ft
302-0260( Z )













Walkie Talkie or Portable CB
A Midland 2 channel walkie talkie with 40 MI17 band Handheld unit with, ill
signal akin tone and telescoping antenna 9V battery not included 206 0820
This CB is a necessity for fall hunting trips portable and mobile 40 channel
Midland CB with battery pack and shoulder strap Ice easy carry S RFO meter,
speaker lighted channel selector and More 206 3139
_












Adiuslable bar or counter
Stool features black Steel
frame and chrome plated
footrest Cushioned sear
with vinyl upholstery
Choose K. k goft1 or brown
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Get 'Em Tigers!
HOME FEDERAL
SAVTNGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
MURRAY BRANCH 1201 MAIN 759-1630
All. .0,ES
0




.2-, wl ksio .00
Ordoer
$27 9








































All The Way Tigers"
753-5321-Corp. lin ND, NM OM•W
BRADEN METAL 753-1675mien,
Murray-Mayfield .621 4th BUILDING SYSTEMS







Pontiac & Cadillac It is
And Marble ' "So tis !sod Customers
VA I
-Quality That Will Please" 6
•
gi e  0nucre r f ry Home 8 Form Owners-Life-Aut6Commercipl-Blue Cross
Member FDIC
619 So. 9th — 7515719 
'Murray, Ky. 1406 .W. Main - 753-5315
AgentsRay T. Brooch Terry Brooch
309 South Fifth -753-4703
.
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76ers Finding Winning Is Easy
points, including eight in the
overtime, to pace the Suns.
Robert Parish had 27 points
and 25 rebounds for Golden
State.
By BARRY 14 ILNER
SP Sports Writer
I hi Philodulphia ;Tiers
ti.,11‘ 11,1V e learned to do
t1U vas% way And
tit % c making it a w tull) hard
th.
NBA Rol N. OLP
InlbeaV Tilers won
their sixth game of the
National Basketball
Association season Wed-
nesday night. a 132-110 verdict
er Indiana that Pacers
4 .itat11 Bob I .eonard called' an
0hi-fashioned %% hipping."
Philadelphia coach Billy
ingham • appeciates his
team' s efforts.
The difference between
this year and last is that last
ear, we were winning games
early in the Season • but we
it ere winning them in the last
iew seconds." said Cun-
ningham. -They were
doelights. Now we are win-
vine t.:3171VS under control and
in the last few minutes the
games don't. mean anything
we have put the other
leant auay ."
The Sixers put the Pacers
au ay in the first period,
grabbing a 34-21 lead and
coasting as .lulius Frying , 25
points), Steve Mix , 23i. lawg
22 , and Bobby Jones
201 led the %%a) .
The _Portland Bla7ers.
w ho are 8-0. edged Denver 88-
87 The Nuggets are at the
tither end ot the spectrum ‘4 It .
an 0-7 mark
Kermit Washington's two
foul shots with 17 seconds left
provided the victor) margin.
>enver's Torn Boswell
committed the " foul as
Washington snared a rebound
of a miss b) George McGinnis.
Denver Coach Ihinnie Walsh
%%as upset with the refereeing.
especially on that foul call.
Elsewhere in the NBA, it
was Atlanta 128. Cleveland
118; Boston 110, Houston 99:
Detroit 104. Washington 103;
Seattle 105. Kansas City 92.
and Phoenix 110: Golden State
108 in overtime.
Hauks 128, Ca%aliers 118 -
.1ohn Dreu and Dan Round-
field each scored 31 points, but
it was their play at the other
end of the collet that im-
pressed Cleveland Coach Stan
Albeck.•
"Their defensive play down
the stretch took us out of the
game." said Albeck. -They
took the ball off the boards and




Edith Garrison have been
named the ladies" golf co-
chairmen at the Murray
Country Club for 1980. Also






They succeed Betty Stewart
and Jane Fitch. the 1979 co-





the evening went to the
following as a result of the
ladies' medal play tour-
nament early in the year:
Championship flight: Betty
Jo Puritom, winner; Jerlene
Sullivan, runnerup; Evelyn
Jones, first low net; and Euvie
Mitchell, second low net.
First flight: Faira
Alexander, winner; lnus Orr,
runnerup; ' Madolyn Lamb,
first low net: and Toni Hop-




Haverstock, first low net; and
Lou Doran. second low net.
Third flight: Frances
Parker, winner; and Beth
Belote, the runnerup.
Frances Hulse won the low
putts •award, finishing in third
place in the medal play
tournament and .carding only
60 putts for the 36 holes
played. The Charles Sexton
traveling trophy, presented
last year to Mickey Phillips
the 1978 third flight winner,
this yeai went to Mrs. Purdom
as winner of the championship
Steelers Defeat
Oilers; Season Ends
The Oilers defeated the
Steelers 39-6 Monday night to
end the Murray Middle Little
League football season.
Steve Rutledge ran for four
touchdowns and Steve Wells
caught two scoring passes
from Tim Glavin to pace the
Oilers.
The match pla) awards
presented included
Championship MOIL:
Evelyd Jones, the defending
champion, winner: ii d
Veneta Sexton. the runnerup
First flight: Fa] ra
Alerander. winner; and thus
Orr. runnerup. -
Second . flight: Annie
„Adams, winner: and Jane.
Fitch. runnerup.
Third flight: Frances
Parker. winner: and Beth
Belote, runnerup.
The final award of the
evening, and one of the most
coveted among the Murray
Country Club ladies — the
award for the most improved
player of the year — this Year
went to Mrs. Alexander, the
first flight winner in both the
medal and match play tour-
naments.
The ladies' 1980 season




Friday Moriur,g La dies
Bowling league
Team V: I.
John Clark Exc & Const 11 8
Paradise Kennels . 194 8.,
Kr lake Oil Co . 16 12
Shoemaker Seed Co. 14,i 13,
Lynn Grove Market . 13,2 14',
Paghal s 10 18
MSU ROTC Dept. . 18,
McCuLstion Auto Electric ... 9 19
HIGH TEAM GAME SC )
Paradise Kennels 632
Paradise Kennels 615
Clark Exc. & Const. 587
HIGH TEAM GAME I HC
Paradise Kennels 795
Clark Exc. & Const. 784
Paradise Kennels 778
HIGH TEAM SERIES r SC
Paradise Kennels 1828
Clark Exc. & Const 1618
Lynn Grove Mkt  1575
HIGH TEAM SERIES v HC
Paradise Kennels 2317
Clark Exc. & Corot 2209
Shoemaker Seed Co 215f,




HIGH IND. GA. ME HC
Grace Jepaen 230
Martha Smith  230
Jean Bland .... 217
HIGH IND. SERIES . SC
Lois Smith 579
Peggy Bebber 461
Grace Jepsen • 443







Psi Cale  150
Vickie Oliver.  146
Vickie Baker 143
Hilda Bennett. 142




lioundfield and Drew Robinzine led Kansas City
%er the gaine " uith 20.
tioundtield finally is as
sot isfied uith one of his
pert lint lances He h:Jki 13
rel squids and six blocked
shots .dong ii itli the 31 points
I ellies 100, Rockets 99
H.-1,1r, edged Houston is hen
Cedric Maxwell made too free
throws with six seconds to
play. Maxwell. Who led the
Celtics with 20 points. was
fouled by Tom Henderson as
he drove to the basket.
Pistons 104, Bullets 103 --
Bob Lanier's short jumper
uith eight seconds left lifted
Detroit 'to victory. Pistons
gaard dim McElroy led all
set,rers with 33 points.
Slinks 105, Kings 92 — Gus
V.ilhainss had 18 points and 10
.issists and Jack Sikma also
ored 18 to pace Seattle. Bill
Suns II& Warriors /WO -
Paul Westphal scored 37
.Martin Reportedly Sends
Hotel Guest To Hospital
By the Associated Press
BLOOMIN(;TON, Minn. -
Billy Martin. embattled
manager of the New York
Yankees 1)00i -on and off the
field. reportedly sent a guest
ot a suburban Minneapolis
hotel to the hospital with facial
injuries early Wednesday
morning following a "com-
motion" outside the hotel bar.
However the Bloomington.
Minn.. police department says
the man has refused to press
charges and therefore will
remain unidentified. The
police also said they were not
pursuing the matter.
According to bartender
)ennis Halvorson, Martin and
a rriend, later determined to
be *Twin Cities restauranat
owner Howard Wong, entered
the bar at the Hotel de Erato
about 10:30 p.m. on Tuesday.
Halvorson said that Martin
did not appear to be in-
toxicated but that she and the





























We Will Be Open







Now available in 35 lb. draw






Is An Official Ky. Dept. Of
Wildlife Deer Check Station
Bring Your Deer To Us
For Certification.
WE SELL DEER TAGS
Open 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. Daily
1 p.m. To 6 p.m. Sunday
Canadian
Artic Pack Boots
Top grain leather uppers, rubber
bottoms, removable felt liner.
Reg. $27.95 Sale $1 750
Bey A Case and Save $20.00
'Check our prices —








REMINGTON MODE.I. 870 "WINGMASTER" PUMP ACTION SHOTGUN-
AielgIPa.r MIAMIb NeminRion
America's Best Selling Pump Shotgun
c
3" Magnum $1995° slk $17995
SMITH & WESSON SHOTGUNS
At'TO1JADIN MODF.1. 1000
4 Shot 13 with Plug)
- Autoloading gas-operated with pressure compensator
and floating piston for light recoil
Barrel Proof-tested chrome molybdenum steel 2% in rhciimbe
except 12 magnum which has 3 in. chamber
Receiver- Lightweight high tensile strength alloy, scroll en-
graved both sides
Safety.- Positive cross-bolt type, interchangeable left or right
hand.
Stock. Selected American walnut. Lerrgth of pull 14 in . drop at
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Iii flit: siniIi sciiie:,ter t the
itpartment of English at
Murray State University will
offer, for only the third tune, a
course iii "Kentucky
literature." The course is
English 203, "Special Topics,"
section one, and will meet at
930 a.m. Tuesdays and
Thursdays.
Students vilio enrolled at
N1SU before the fall- 1979
semester may take the course
as a hunianities elective to
general education
requirements. Since this is a
s‘iphomore-level course, it is
:issumed that most students
needing a humanities elective
o ill be eligible to take it.
The course will belaught by
n Jerry A. Herndon,
pi ifesstir of English. The





Stuart's -laps for Private
Tussle," Wendell Berry's
-the Memory of Old Jack,"
Caroline Gordon's, "Meek
Maury, Sportsman," and
Robert Penn Warren's -Night
Rider" and "Brother To
Dragons."
The total textbook II ttit will
be approxiinately $28.
Students will write several
essays iii the assigned books
after they are discussed in
class.
There will also be a paper,
approximately eight tiages in
length, consisting of an
analytical book report on a
book not assigned as part 0
the required reading. The
student may choose a work of
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WHY SOME PEOPLE LIKE












THE SOUND OF THE









- WILL BE MADE
CLEAR.
tktirk (a collection
of essays, for example) for
this report.
He iliay choose another book
by one of the authors on the
required reading list, or he
may choose a work tv such
other Kentucky writers as
&titles Lane Allen, Ben Lucien
Burman, Irvin S. Cobb, John
Fox, Jr., Janice Holt Giles,
Felix Holt, James Still, Allen
Tate or Jere Wheelwright.
The student may even
choitse Iii report on a hook like
The Big Sky," A.R. Guthrie,
Jr .,'s great novel of the
mountain :heti. Guthrie wrote
this boiik after spending 20
years in I ,exington as a
newspaperman, and the story
of his hero, Boone Caudill,
begins in Kentuay. A book
like Dick Perry's "Reflections
of Jesse Stuart," based on
extols( ve interviews with
Stuart, would also be an ap-
propriate subject for the book





an abandoned house Wed-
nesday night in the Wildcat
Creek area, according to a
Calloway County Fire-Rescue
Squad spokesman.
The spokesman said the
owner .of the house is still




Prices of stock of local interest at
noon, EDT, today, furnished to the
Ledger & Times by First of Michigan,
Corp.. of Murray, are as follows:
Irldustrial Average  +3.41
Air Products 29 +41,
American Motors 7% +1.
Ashland 35% +
American Telephone 52% + %
Bonanza , 27.13341A
Chrysler  unc
Ford Motor 38% +%
9% +
General Care 14% +
General Dynamics 42% +%
General Motors 58% unc











Tappan  1724 +
Texaco 29% +
Wal Mart 28%
Wendys   11%Et 12%A 
32",
  251.4 +L












MURRAY HIGH HOMECOMING — The Murray High School Homecoming Court, pic-
tured at the school homecoming dance, are (from left) Julie Billington, Queen Carroll
Edwards and Kathy Outland. A photograph in Wednesday's edition of the Murray
Ledger and Times had incorrectly identified some members of the court.
Photo by Carter Studio





and sculpture on display as
part of a-special Homecoming
Exhibition on the campus.
To run through
Homecoming weekend Oct. 26-
27-28, the exhibition in the
Clara M. Eagle Gallery of the
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center
includes works by artists from
several states. It was
organized by Richard
Jackson, galley director.
A reception to honor the
artists, returning art alumni,
and friends is scheduled at 7
p.m. on Saturday, Oct. 27, in
the Eagle Gallery. Refresh-
THE ACES®IRA G CORN, JR
"Wise men think out their
thoughts; fools proclaim
them." -- Heinrich Heine. -
East put up a give-up
defense, against today's
open-book game South's
bidding should have pointed
the way to success, but
East's poor play proclaimed
how shallow the depth of his
thoughts.
South was willing to gam-
ble out a slam had North
shown two aces.. When
North turned up with only
one, South settled in the
game he intended to bid
anyway,.
East sensed that time
would ' be important (it's
usually cashing time when
declarer stops short of a
slam after asking for aces)
and West's ace of clubs
IM LULLED TO SLEEP 8?
THE SOUND OF THE WAVES
LAPPING AGAINST NE
SIDE OF MY WATER DISH





West's next problem was
not quite as simple. If
declarer had the ace of
trumps. West should defi-
nitely switch to a heart. If
deelarer had the ace of
hearts, then a daring heart
lead could prove fatal.
-West guessed right and, 
shifted to his fourth best
spade -- surely he would find
some sympathy had the
heart switch been the
winner. Declarer won his
spade queen and led the king
of trumps. East won and it
was now his time to shine.
He saw no future in spade
tricks, so he impulsively. led
a heart. And that is all
declarer needed. He hopped
up with his ace, drew the
trumps and he overtook his
spade in dummy to discard
his two hearts. Making five
diamonds with 100 honors.
East should have found
the way to beat the hand.
After he won the ace of
trumps, he should have
known where the heart ace
was. So instead of hoping for
declarer to go wrong, East
should have led another
spade to dummy.
Dummy's spades would







*9 8 6 4 3 • 5 2
K8 111 7 6 5 2
• 7 3 • A 4

























Opening lead: Ace of clubs
ruff the -third round) and
declarer's only shot would
be to try the losing heart
finesse.
_An_ unusual_ _twist_ East
wants declarer to take a
heart finesse. However, to
achieve that end, East must
remove the entry to
dummy's good spades













16-18 support points) and
South's hand is strong enough
to accept.
- - -
Seod'bridp questions to The Aces
CO. Bo: 12343, Dallas, Texas 75125
*la WU-addressed, stamped envelope
ter reply.
ments will be served and
music will be provided by
Mark Murray, assistant
professor of music, and a jazz
ensemble.
All former art students as
well as alumni, are invited to
attend, according to Jackson.
Artists whose work will
appear in the show and their
years of graduation from
Murray State are as follows:
Jim Alexander, graduate
student at Southern Illinois
University, B.F.A., 1978;
Linda Cundiff, _ teacher at
Parkersburg 1W. Va.)
Community College, M.A.,
1976; Beverly Ford, teacher in
the Marshall County school
system, R.A., 1961, and M.A.,
1979; David Helton, graduate
student at Southern Illinois
University-, B.F.A., 1976; Gene




B.F.A., 1978; Jack Madura,
Land of Lincoln Community
College, Springfield, Ill., B.S.,
1964, and M.A., 1966;- Carol
Miller, teacher at Pensacola
(Fla.) Junior College, B.F.A.,
1975; Karen Clendennon
Lamb, Murray, B.F.A., 1976;
David Ribar, preparator at
Tennessee Botanical Gardens
and Fine Arts Center at
Creekwood, Nashville, Tenn.,
B.F.A., 1976; and Lavern
Turner, teacher at Waverly
(Tenn.) High School, B.S.,
1954.
Hours of .the Eagle Gallery
are 7:30 a.m. to 9 p.m. Monday
through Friday, 10 a.m. to 4
p.m. on Saturdays, and 1 to 4
p.m. on Sundays. It is open to




County Jaycees will be
holding roadblocks at several
intersections in Murray this
Sunday beginning at 11 a.m.
Proceeds of the roadblocks
will be donated to the Paducah
Lions Club-WPSD telethon.
Jay Rockefeller To Be
In State To Campaign
For John Y. Brown Jr. •
LOUISVILLE, Ky. tAPI -
West Virginia Gov. Jay
Rockefeller will be in Ken-
tucky this weekend to cam-
paign for Democratic
gubernatorial nominee John
Y. Brown Jr.. according to
Brown's campaign
headquarters.
Office appointments took up
Brown's day Wednesday, but
spokesmen said the break in
canipaign appearances was a
brief one.
Brown plans a "brown-bag
lunch" with Fayette County
precinct workers Thursday
prior to a televised afternoon
debate with Republican op-
ponent Louie Nunn at a
Kentucky Broadcasters,
Association meeting.
Sixty radio stations and 19
television stations have
arranged to carry the hour-
long debate, to be held at 1:30
p.m. in the texington Civic
Center Ballroom.
The Kentucky Educational
Television network also plans
to feed the Brown-Nunn
broadcast into classrooms in
the state as a learning ex-
perience for grades 4 through
12, the broadcasters
association announced.
After the debate, Brown is
scheduled to make a
helicopter trip to Mercer and
Harrison Counties.
Rockefeller will be the guest
speaker Saturday at a




Rockefeller will attend a
press briefing, reception and
rally with Brown.
Townsend said Rockefeller
was , widely praised for
removing the sales tax from
food, revamping workmen's
compensation laws and
launching a secondary road
building and rebuilding
program in West Virginia.
"We're very fortunate to
have Gov. Rockefeller as our
guest," Townsend said. "He is
a national leader in our part,
and will continue to be in thc
•years ahead. We appreciatt
his help on behalf of our strong
Democratic ticket."
Townsend said singer Ra)
Stevens would be the featured
performer at the event.
scheduled for 7:30 p.m. in the'
'Sports and Convention Center
in Frankfort.
He said $100-a-couple tickets
to a 5:30 p.m. reception and
$25.-a-person tickets to the





copies of an endorsement by
the Kentucky Nurses Political
Action Council.
The council release said
Brown was the group's choice
"because of his commitment
toward ... promotion of
adequate health care ... his
concern for promoting. nurse
representation on all health
related boards and com-
missions ... hiscourage to take
'a controversial stand in the
area of professional
negotiations for teachers, and
..'. his general support for
issues of importance to
women.-
Workshop To Be Offered
Under Library Program
The first workshop on
"Writing and Songwriting" to
be offered under the Writer-
In-Residence Program at the
Calloway Public Library will
be held tonight (Thursday) at





Members of the Murray
High School Band will be
canvassing the city of Murray
on Monday and Tuesday
between the hours of 6 to 9
p.m. for the annual orange
and grapefruit sale, sponsored
by the Murray Band Booster.
Orders for oranges at $7 and
$13 and for grapefruit at $6
and $11 will be taken by the
band members who will
collect for the orders when
taken, a band booster said. It
was reported previously that
payment would not be made at
that time.
Proceeds of the sale will be
used for special expenses of
the band, and the public is
urged to support the band in
this project, a spokesman
residence here on a special
grant, as the director.
All interested persons are
invited to participate in this
free workshop which will
continue for seven weeks. No
fee will be charged.
Steiling will start a
workshop on "Writing, With
Light" at 11 a.m. Saturday,
Oct. 27, at the Calloway Public
Library. This is open to
anyone 12 or over with a
special invitation to teenagers
and high school teachers.
The Saturday workshop will
be for persons interested in
becoming more acquainted
with simple photography. and •
developing with emphasis to
be on using simple and
inexpensive devices to
achieve a wide range of
creative results. Participants
wilt beshown how to make and
use their own cameras.
Stelling said the workshop
hopes to explore several
aspects of still, motion, and
video photography depending
on availability of equipment.
Persons may call the library
at 753-2288, for more details






A real southern Bar-B-Q
Rib platter. Three large,
meaty ribs with our sauce cooked in.
and more to pour on top. Your choice of a
baked potato or french fries, and Stockade
Toast. At a Weekend Feature price you're
really going to love. Just $3.29.
Now you'll love comin' to
SIRLOIN STOCKADE,








$1.99Every day, from 6 to 10 a.m
C'mon in for all the scrambled eggs, bacon,
sausage, hash browns, hotcakes, biscuits and
coffee you want at
Sirloin Stockade
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LITTLE WANT ADS! BIG PLUSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
1. Legal Notice 1. Legal Notice
NOTICE
Notice is hereby given that GMAC will sell a 1977
Ford Thunderbird serial vs7G87H2511307 at Public
Sale on October 29, 1979 at 10:00 a.m. at Dwain
Taylor Chevrolet, Inc., South 12th Street, Murray,
Ky. 42071 for cash to the highest bidder. GMAC
reserves the right to bid.
As of this date October 23. 2. Notice 
1919, I Charles Marty Duncan.
will not be responsible for any
debts other than that of my
own
2. Notice 
Country Way Cafe open 6 am
ti 8 pin Country ham for
breakfast Try our Kentucky'

















Hebrews 10.26 For if we sin'
wilfull after that we have
•eceived the knowledge of the
truth there remaineth no more
sacrifice for sins Sabbath
worsrop service. Saturday's 5
cm til 6 pm Bible study. 6 til
7 and 7 til 8 evenings Study by
:hone anytime Free Store for
:he needy. All donations ap-
oTeciated Anyone having need
or would like Bible information





will be closed through




wishes to thank all his
customers from his
sanitation service. He
will open MS new
business, B&T Body
Shop on Hwy. 280 I Pot-
tertown Road) and in-
vites all his customers





Listed here is a ready
reference that will quickly
help you locate the




3. Card of Thanks
4. In Memory






13. For Sale or Trade
14. Want To Buy












27. Mobile Horn* Sales
28. Mob. Home Rents
29. Heating-Cooling
30. Business Rental
31. Wont To Rent
32. Apts. For Rent
33. Rooms for Rent
34. Houses For Rent
35. Farms For Rent








44. Lots For Sal•
45. Forms For Sale






52. Boats and Motors
53. Services Offered
54. For Trod•











"What About The Thief
on the Cross?" 759-
4444. Children's Story
759-4445.
Toddler s Day Care now has












from 10.93 to 29.95-
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1979 MAZDA RI-7 -
Silver with black in-
terior, 5 speed,
AWFM stereo. 7,000
miles. Sharp. Call af-
ter 6 p.m. 753-1613.








ubtic Service Announcement Space











Benton. Ky. Ph 5274463
NOTICE
OCTOBER 31, 1979 IS THE LAST DAY TO PAY CI-
TY OF MURRAY 1979 PROPERTY TAXES
WITHOUT INCURRING A 10% PENALTY. THE
10'g, PENALTY WILL BE ADDED TO ALL UN-
PAID BILLS ON NOVEMBER 1, 1979 AND
PAYMENTS RECEIVED BY MAIL
POSTMARKED AFTER OCTOBER 31, 1979 WILL
NOT BE ACCEPTED UNLESS THE PENALTY
AMOUNT IS INCLUDED. CITY TAXES MAY BE
PAID IN THE OFFICE OF THE CITY CLERK, CI-
TY HALL BUILDING, SOUTH 5TH & POPLAR
STREET, MONDAY-FRIDAY, 8:00 A.M. to 5:00
P.M.
JO CRASS, CITY CLERK
5. Lost and Found
Found Fiberglass boat in Blood
River area 753-8824
Found Doberman Pinscher,
clack found on Mayfield-Pans
'ighway. statetine road Call
435.4241 
Lost' Female Boxer puppy. 5
months old Brown wearing tan
collar might be dragging a
chain- Lost around 12th and
Payne If found call 759-1995
or 753-4563 Reward of 52W 
Cost' Brittany Spaniel puppy.
white with brown splotches
Nearing leather collar with no
tags 6 montbs old goes by the








iy I Work at home no ex-
perience necessary excellent
pay *Vrte American Service
8350 Park Lane Suite 127
Dallas TX 75231 
Homeworkers earn $50 per
hundred securing stuffing
enevelopes Free details, Reply
Titan Box 944851N
Schaumberg IL 60194 
L203 Parents teachers com-
munity workers extra money
for Christmas Immediate full
and part time sales positions
available in Murray Call alter














r-v• MINNENS Number 1 and get-
ting better Management
trainees Sales full or part
time Send resume to P 0 Box
993. Paducah KY 42001
Equal opportunity employer
Needed lady to stay with sick
lady full time or days 753-
:551 or 753-9104 
Par: time work, maintenance
ana cleaning some out of
town Cal for appointment
753-3802 atte, 6 pm ask for
Donna vs.
$356 weekly guaranteed work•
2 hours daily at home Write for
free brochure Dt_i PO Boi.
K Greensboro KY 42743
•931flitIOIMVintei
Do you need a babysitter Day
or night in my home 492-
.8911 
1 7 12 5 will in my home Call4
Man would like -to caretake a
rouse or farm near Murray
Call 753-4027
NH do sewing. all kinds of
. .77es plain and fancy Cal'
759-4011.




ciass starts December 13
1979 Enrollment limited App-
ly now Call 615, 526-3663 or
write Cumberland School of
Medical Technology. 321 N
VVashington Cookerile TN
38501
Photography 6 week course
Tuesday or Wednesday evening
starting November 13 and 14





• two to .nctud• ,tr• ro..•
mar Soo... he wools Owl
rho %omit,/ to wren to.041•••











13. For Sale or Trade
tJr u •icc ,04 CiMC
yellow wan no -rust good
motor See at Stella Trailer
Court Stella KY after 6 pm or
weekends
New red. Maiestic free stan-
ding fireplace Call 753-3104 
14:Wiit To Bt_a_y 
Wanted to buy standing
timber top rxices paid 489-
2334
Want to buy used maternity
clothes. size 10 and 12 43/-
4155 
15. Articles For Sale 
Baby items bed and mattress,
swing-o-matic walker Also full
size mattss and box springs
753-6227 Otto 430  pm 
Craig- FM t, oack under-dash
tape ptayer $60 Pioneer co-
axle car speavers $50. a set of -
weights and tench press $35.
GE portabie cassette tape
player, $1 50 Rampar 27 inch
10 speed ocys . bicycle, like
new includ ng bike pump and
lock set $:)0 brown hair
piece never worn $10. over
100 pieces of s name
brand clothing size 10-13 Call
753-3903 between 8 am and 8
pm only
For sale. Children s coats
clothes and shoes Call 753-
2609 after 5 pm
Lock sets polished brass cri an-
tique brass. key in knob sets
$7 99. passage $399 Wallin
Hardware, Pc17 S
Rampar R-1'0 BMX bicycle with
lots of extras rassinar Squire
Bingham 7 • Jber LR.15
shot • w !flout scope
• • -„nter boor anc
extras. Ar
:ner bav oitenna. 100
feet coax e. 50. ft
telescopic p • Also 12 volt
regulator pow supply Call
492-8586
.16. Home hriiFsliiiigs 
FOR SALE
White refrigerator,
runs good. $25.00. Call
753-9924 after 330 p.m.
36 inch Enterprize electric
range like new. gold $200
Call Gar, 753-3614
Matcnirg ouch and chair
$15 753-0315  
Stainie,: steel sinks, double
cornoaffment 4 hole self rim-





6 foot long with six bar




an:'ances The Odd Shop
642 We buy sell and
trade •
19. Farm Equipment 
'Thambers tractor. model
AC j Call 753-2757
frailer utility, has steel
'oral axles Call 153-
,
Re'''''on chain saw, 16 inch
;ood shape. $150. Call
Tray- batteries. 6 or 12 volt.




, $59 99. Wallin Hard-
- r5
^„.
19. Farm Equipment 
975 New Holland combine with
4 row corn and bean headers.
21 It Amco hydraulic fold disc,
14 ft MF disc Call 901-782-
3442
WI1-Ca 
For sale 2 turn tables for com-
ponent system one BSR and
one Realistic Call 759-4011 
New shipment of pianos and
organs Buy now and savel
Claytons. I & B Music 153-
7515




Spinet piano used like new
Used console and grand pianos
Practice pianos and organs.
Lonardo Piano Co across from
the Post Office in Paris TN
Standard size guitar with amp




Ali fuel .chimneys triple Wall
pipe 6 x30 $18 99. 8-x30
$29 99 Installatien kit 6




14 $28 88 16' $31 88. 20
$4599, 28 $7099 Wallin
Hardware Paris
Bath tubs 5 ft steel white
$64.99. Colors $69 99 Wallin
Hardware Paris
Chain saw chains three-eighths
inch pitch for the following bar
sizes 16 510 25. 20
$1199. 24 $1499 Wallin
Hardware Paris
Craftsman chain saw 14 inch
bar good condition $50 753-
2833
For sale Quality seconds
fiberglass at discount p'tices for
greenhouses. mobile hrfre skir-
ting garages car() s. utility
buildings Prices for 10 cents
sq.ft and up Desks, chairs
safes and file cabinets -Ross &
Sons Salvage Mdse ln, Mar-
tin. TN 38237 Phone 901-587-
2420 Open Mon-Fri 730 to
500.  Sat 730 to 3.00 
Fall bulbs including Tulips
Hyacinth. Daffodils. Crocust
Iris. etc Perennial including
Creeping Phlox. Crown Vetch,
and others All at bargain
prices African Violets, $159
All other houseplants on sale
10-30 per cent off The Potting
Shed, Highway 641 South
between Puryear and Paris.
Firewood for sale. $20 a rick.
$25 delivered Call Ion. 436-
2625.
Firewood. $25 rick, delivered.
Locust fence posts: 7 ft. 52. 9
ft. $2 50. 489-2327.
For sale aluminum storm win-
dows. Call 153-5266,
Free standing electric
fireplace. will heat large room,
$100 Call 753-9235 after 4
Pm
241ifikaineous
Firewood for sale $18 a rick
will deliver 153-6831 
Mobile home root coating 5
gallon pail. $26 99 Wallin
Hardware, Paris 
Over 800 rolls of wallpaper in
stock at Sherwin Williams.
Southside Shopping Center 
One third karat. 6 prong. dia-
mond solitaire, valued at 5500,
will sell for $350 Call 751
3923 ask for Mary or 492-
8495 after 530 pm
Pro Sharp chain saw
sharpener. Sharpens your chain
like a pro $1199 Wallin Hard-
ware. Paris
Skil saws. All with 1tv . cutting
blade. model 553 $29-99.
model 574, $34 99, model
559 $59 99 Wallin Hardware.
Paris.
Save up to 90 per cent on
ladies, mens and childrens
fashions New and like new We
sell for you and to you Only
fine quality and current styles
accepted The Answer 1407
Main St. Benton. KY Open 6
days 10 til 5 pm 
Sears cassette tape recorder.
$15. 753-2833. 
Used Minolta SRI 201 camera
with F-1 4 50 mm lens. 135
aim lens and wide angle lens.
excellent condition Call 753-









26. TV-Radio  •
Stack 3 Mosbey's CB antenna
can talk to Canada and Mexico
New $150 now 575 492-
8834 
Wanted Responsible person to
take up payment on 19- color
t v warranted Also a used 25
color t v Claytons-1 & B Music
open til 6 pm 753-7575
•27:MObile Home-Wes
1974 Challenger 12x60 2
bedroom all electric air condi-
tioner 55000 Call 436-2524
or'436-2524 or 436-5496
For sale 2 bedroom it'? bath.
12x55 mobile home Furnish-
ed Possibly left on the acre of
land rent free $5000 Phone












2 Bed., 11/2 bath, cen-
tral gas heat. Fur-
nished
$500 and take over
payments. 753-7212 af-
ter 4 p.m.
1972 12x60 Two bedroom with
central air gas heat anchored.
furnished with good house fur-
niture. washer and dryer Will
sell unfurnished Or partially.
Call 767-4023 after 430 pm
Will negotiate, leaving town
1971. 12 x 65 Three bedroom.
1 1/ bath, partially furnished
Nice and clean Call 436-2446
28. Mob. Home Rents 
Trailer for rent, one block from
campus Call 753-5140
28 Mob Home Rents
Letiluut!, JuuLne wOr




and security deposit 436.
2149
Two bedroom trailer private
lot washer and dryer water
furnished Call 753-0125
Two bedroom, all electric
mobile home $150 per month,
$75 security deposit Call 753-
4808
Three bedroom trailer for rent
Call 753-0139 anytime or 759
1864 days ask for Louise
29. Heating-Cooling
Electric heaters 4000 watt 4
stack. $35 99 Wallin Hard,
ware. Paris
Wood heater, automatic.
deluxe cabinet brick lined
cast iron grates and doors. 24''
fire box. $199 99 Two speed
automatic blower $49 99
Wallin Hardware. Paris
32:-A_Pis:TOrlent
Brand new duplex, has built-in
dishwasher. garbage disposal
range and refrigerator furnish
ed Deposttrequired Absolute
ly no pets. Call 153-8500
Apartment for





[or rent 3 room apartr•new
electric r heat. furnished near
:own Call after 5 pm. 153
5045
33. Rooms for Rent
• •_,nished room Kit-
chen and laundry facilities fur-
nished One, block from MSU
$50 per month Boys only
Available November 1 Call
759-4538 after 12 noon
Room for rent $10 per month.
utilities 753-1812 or9 9
34. Houses For Rent
Three bedroom house near
Kentucky lake Completely fur-
nished washer and dryer in,
cluded Deposit required. Call
after 5 pm. 753-8964
Three bedroom_ 1', bath cen-
tral heat air One car garage
stove .rashwasher refrigerator
furnished On shady lot in
Lynnwood Estates 3300 per
month Call Shirley at 753
1222 or 753-3043
Three, bedroom brick house.
utility shed in rear Appliances
furnished 1624 Kirkwood
$300 Call /538246
Two bedroom house in Murray
Deposit required Call 753
7318 or 753-5455 after 5 pm-- -
Unfurnished 2 or 3 bedroom.
house garage fireplace 1
block from Carter School -$270
per month Call 759-1020 after
6 pm
35 Farms For Rent
5 trues 24550 i bedroom
outbuilding gas heat $125 per
month $100 deposit Call 753
2418















toeu, to turinsj rwuSe full of
furniture cars, antiques,
business overflows, etc.




bred colt 6 months racking
$600 Call 753-0672 nights 
18 cows SWISS Holstein. and




AKC twit Cocker SpanielItt
puppet' 3II eirbold. $75
each Call 753- OF 
All breed groomings and boar-
ding We also board cats AKC
Pug and AKC Mina Sctinauzers
usually available Phone Hid-
den Valley Kennels 435-4481
,or 753 7756 .
AKC male Lab 8 months old
training started excellent
water fowl potential $100 Call
753 9773
AKC German Shepherd pup-
pies solid black and solid
white Call 50/554-2153
Paducah KY
Beagle Bassett pups, 6 weeks
old $50 Call 753-0672 
Doberman Pincher puppies. 9
weeks old Call 474-2325.
Dachshund puppies, 6 weeks
old Call 474-2325_
Nine month old male Dober-
man. $50 436-5414
-   -
Registered American Eskimo
puppies. 492-8615 
4-Flhibllic Sale  
Five party yard sale Adult and
children's winter clothing, fur-
niture. glassware hand tools
old coins comic books
records. metal detector. Snow
tires., utility truck bed. 650
triumph motorcycle
something for everyone Satur-
day. October 27th, Sunday, Oc-
tober 28th, 9 til 5. Two miles
on East 94 at K & H Body Shop
Watch for sign
Yard sale on East 94 about 10






If you need an auctioneer, you should call Dan
Miller's Auction Service. I am licensed and bonded
in Kentucky and Tennessee and have a complete
auction service. No job is too large or too small. You
can talk to my customers and they will tell you why
my service does not cost it pays!
All Real Estate Auctions Are Held




105 N. 12th BM-MAJORS REAL ESTATE 753-8080 I F T1.SERVICE
47,
t • -4%,• „ , •
Owner leaving state - act quickly! 821 N. 19th St.
*The home you've waited for - Immaculate 3 Br.,
2 bath, By., central elec. heat and air, ample
closets throughout, extra large double garage,
good garden area. So many extras you must see
to appreciate. Priced to sell at $49,900.
Beautifully kept home on landscaped lot 1.6
acres about 8 miles from Murray near Cold-
water. Automatic garage opener afp.; 14 it 20 out-








New colonial home on 12 acres, so many
luxuries, so much spaciousness, owner will con-
sider trade for city _property or will finance to
qualified buyer, reduced to sell.
Prand new, 3 BR., 2 bath B.V. quality home,
great room, with fireplace. ,fentral elec. hest .
poriip, extra insulation for economy. Very nice.
Low 70's.
1
Lovely 3 BR., 1/2 bath B.V. will 
please you, large
country kitchen, radiant ceiling heat, 
tastefully
decorated. Brick patio w/gas grill. $45,90
0.
Ole '111111ror
Lovely 4 BR., and study, situated on tree
-studded
14. This charming home has large 
living-dining
area, couatry kitchen, large rec
. room, 2 baths,
elec. heat a good bay v-* !c!),900.
, "Professional Service's With The 
Friendly Touch"
This home features 2 BR., large kitchen, dinette,
good sized utility and nice carpeting. Easy
walking distance to Shopping Center. Price
$23,900 to sell quickly.
Just Reduced. Lovely 3 BR., 1102 bath home,
located on 5 acres of level land just 6 miles from






















































II 502 554 2153
















f truck bed. 650
motorcycle
or everyone Satur
r 27th. Sunday, Oc
9 til 5. Two miles
it K & H Body Shop
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LITTLE WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
41. Public Sale -- --
Garage sale Antique oak bed.
clocks and watches grand
mother clock chrome dinette
- table chest rifle and scope
books miscellaneous 1 12
Saturday October 27th 1304
Olive Blvd
Garage sale 1412 Dudley Fri
day and Saturday open at 130
am Gin-Is pre-teen clothing
,ace as winter coats slacks




baskets, and many more other
useable items
Garage sale Saturoay 7 am til
5 pm Continued. Some reduc
lions added merchandise
Rain or shine in garage
Canterbury Estates 1503 Lon
don Drive
Yard sale Saturday 9 am til ?
Approximately 2 miles down
Wiswell Road first house on
right past Doran Road Water








Large family to con-





dream horn?. Even the
family pet will have a
fenced back yard.
Smoke alarms for









saleable timber. ) On
Palestine Church Rd.
off 94 E. $75,000.00.
Ca11753-8080 
,this makes house sense' for
the active family who wants a
really functional home here's
an opportunity 3 bedroom 2
baths fully equipped kit-
chen A good place to raise a
family Let us show you this
home today.. Call 1492 Of-
fered by Century 21 Loretta
Jobs Realtors
43. Real Estate
A park-like setting!ll Tree lined
streets quiet neighborhood
and a rustic A frame All
waiting for you 3 bedrooms
arranged for complete privacy
spacious living room with
woodburning fireplace double
garage 2500 sq tt. Just
reduced", Call 753-1492
now Offered by Century 21
Loretta Jobs Realtors
Close to everything schools,
tennis courts good neighbors
This 3 bedroom. 2 bath home
offers the spaciousness of a
large den equipped kitchen, as
well as a formal living room
and dining area But that is not
all central gas- heat and elec
tric air makes for economical
utilities -Don t forget the large
trees that shade the patio and
efficient outside storage
building A fine family home
Call Helen at Spann Realty.
Associates, 753-7724
Canterbury home on large lot in
excellent condition
Economical central gas heat
and central air 3 bedrooms. 2
baths, double garage-. carpets,
drapes, built-in range, large
kitchen-family room combina-
tion City school district Home
has 8 closets Make your ap-
pointment soon to see this one
Call Louise Baker at Spann
Realty Associates. 753-7724
Purdom & Thurman




For the greatest return on
money. Invest in real
estate We have a business op-
portunity for you that will let
you build up equity receive an
income and provide a good tax
shelter Approximate monthly
income of $800 Call for more
informat,on 753 -






4000 Square feet in-
sulated metal building
on 1'2 acres located on
busy highway 4 miles
from Murray. Priced
below, replacement
cost - 60's. Phone
Kopperud Realty, 753-
1222 for full-time real
estate service.






Closed All Day Wed.
Saturda y 7 :30 til 5:00
PRICE SHAVE 75'
I• lkosp.0   cells 01.•••• col Iii )115 ••• dev ed.e.,• .11641(
AUCTION
SERVICE
The former Chester and Miller
Auction Service has been
dissolved to cut down on expenses.
It is now the Chester Auction Ser-
vice. If you would like the same
fine service the people of this area
have enjoyed for the past 34 years
at less expense call 435-4128, Lynn
Grove, Ky.
OPEN HOUSE SUNDAY
OCTOBER 28, 2-4 P.M.
2012 COLLEGE FARM ROAD
You will oh! and ah! when you see the
large rooms in this one owner home. Four
bedrooms, 2 baths, beautiful kitchen, sun-
ny family room with fireplace, large for-
mal living room with beautiful custom
made drapes. Lot is 115x315. This' house
has quality throughout upper 70's. See you
Sunday!
43. Real Estate 
L..reat ILAL4TI1,iilI 204 South 9th
St Convenient to hospital doc-
tors town shopping and chur-
ches Living room. kitchen 2
bedrooms and bath Roof is
one year old Neat older home
Listed at $32 000 Shroat-
Waldrop Real Estate, 759-
1701
VACANT LAND
You still have time to
put your foundation in
for your dream house
on 15 acres listed near
Murray on Graham
Road or 27 acres on 94






Quality plus in this fine home
in Cantebury. 4 bedrooms, 2
baths living room family room
with fireplace, and seperate
rec room Marble baths. Lee
and Monicello carpets. natural
wood paneling, central inter-
com and vacuum systems,
smoke and fire detectors Too
many features to mention
Shroat-Waldrop Real Estate,
159-1707
Reduced - Reduced! Don't miss
this excellent opportunity to be
the owner of a new 2.bedroom
brick home located on large lot
in the country for only
$30.000 Fully carpeted. lots of
cabinets double garage Call







Executive home 5 bedrooms 3
baths family room Extras
galdie in this energy saving
home Beautiful wooded lot.
Heat pump, automatic roof




clad thermo doors. .beautiful
kitchen cabinets, electric
garage door opener_ Shroat-





Three good houses, each under
$20,000 A solid spacious three
bedroom with five closets and
large,ulility, immediate posses-
sion at 316 N 6th. $19.000 A
compact easy to heat three
bedroom on good lot with out-
side storage at 318 N 7th.
$18.500 A large two bedroom
and separate garage on good
lot at 903 Vine. $19.500. Also
17 acres prime open land near
city limits on *swell Road Of-
fers on any of these properties
will be considered. Call C 0
Bondurant Realty. 753-9954 or
753-3460
Farm Land
We have just listed a
200 acre farm with ap-
proximately 120 acres
tendable. The farm
has two tobacco bases
and barn as well as a
6,000 bushel grain bin
Owner also has a
mobile home and 35
acres, 20 of which are
tendable, for only
$29,900. Call today on
both these farms.
Phone Kopperud Real-




Large wooded lots, city water, 4
miles East 94, restricted area
Oakwood subdivision 753-
5593
Lots for sale loinibg city limits,
paved streets, water, and
ewer Call 753-4060
.orre
'Lowering our standard of living won't work
We did that in July."
46. Homes For Sale 
For sale by owner. 3 bedroom
brick house, kitchen with lots
3f Cu boards. range.
refrigerator and dishwasher
chain link fence 2 outs'ide
storage buildings, concrete
drive and lots of shade.
$35,500. 753-5945.
Three bedroom brick home
with 1 1 2 bath, central heat and
air, 2 fireplaces, low utilities.
on one acre of land east of
Murray. $43.000 Call 436-
2401 
47. Motorcycles 
Mach III Kawaski 500. Call
354-8995
1976 Triumph 750 good con-
dition $900. 437. 4817 after 5
pm 
48. Auto. Services
Car batteries. 35. month
-guarantee. 80 amp. $29.99, ex-
change 60 month guarantee
95 amp. $39.99. exchange
Wallin Hardware, Paris. 
41 Used Cars 
By owner: 1972 Olds 88 con
vertible. 1978 Chevrolet
passenger Van, air, power
16.000 miles. 753-6760 after 5
pm.
1952 Buick $675 firm, 1957
Chevrolet. 2-door hardtop. Bel-
Air, no motor or transmission.
$600. 437-4817.
1975 Bonneville, AM-FM tape,
good tires. $1750. 753-4445. 
1979 Bobcat. ps and ac,
13.000 miles, and excellent
car $3550. 474-2257 
1978 Camero, power and air,
red with black interior, good
gas mileage. $4750. Call 753-
8200 
1977 Cutlass. super clean,
loaded with extras, 30.000 ac-
tual miles. 753-1336 
41976989Camero. Also a dual turn
table. Call after 5 pm. 753-
1973 Capri 2000 for sale. Ex-
cellent condition mechanically,
54.000 miles. Call 753-9677. 
1979 Camero. power steering,
AM-FM stereo, tilt, power, air,
low miles. $5995. 76T0667
after 6 pm. a
1970 Datsun Sport Roadster,
good top, tonneau cover, a light
blue beauty classic convertible.
436-2146. 
1962 Ford Fairlane. small 6
cylinder. 54.000 miles. 25
mpg. can prove low mileage,
Call after 5 pm 759-4116.
For sale: 1965 Rambler Classic
V8, excellent condition 753-
2911.
49. Used Cars 
For sale 1973 Maverick, 302
V8. power and air, $1000 761-
6356
1971 Ford LTD 351 engine, 2
barrell. $475. Call 753-9710. 
1975 Grand Prix, excellent
condition, all eirtias. must sell
Take over payments 753-9906
1918 Monte Carlo Landau,
power steering and brakes. air,
AM-FM, CB radio low mileage
excellent condition, one owner
642-5027 mornings.
1976 Malibu Classic, 41.000
miles, excellent condition.
759-1894. 
1976 Monte Carib, 38.000
miles Call after 5 pm, 753-
9618
1965' T-Bird, good engine.
transmission and interior.
.Rough body. 1968 1-Bird. runs
good 1957 Cadillac Coupe
Devine. all power, interior and
body like new, very low miles.
this car is ready for show,
needs no work, can drive
anywhere All three
automobiles. $5250. Cadillac
alone worth more. Butch
Nelms, Wingo. 376-5237, 8 am
til 10 am or after 7 pm. 
1969 VW Bug excellent condi-
tion excellent gas mileage.
Call 753-7259 or 753-2395
alter 5 pm.
1977 Z28 Camaro, white with
brown trim, tilt ,M-FM 8 track
tape, 435-4373.-
50-.-Used Trucks 
1972 Chevy pickup: 58,000
miles. real good truck. 1973
Harley Dav-dson Sprint, needs
work. 436-5549.
1975 Chevrolet Custom 10
pickup w ,tb utility bed, ex-
cellent condition. Call 753-
7733 after 6 pm. 
1979 Chevrolet 4 wheel drive
pickup volt 12 000 miles. Call
after 5 pm 753-9678.
1973 Cnevrolet pickup.
automatic and power, good
condition. $1315. 1973 Ford
pickup, short wide bed, no
rust, standard transmission
$1095. Call 489-2595.
1974 Dodge 4-wheel drive, 360
cubic inch motor. Call 492-
8621. 
1973 Ford F-100 Ranger
pickup, V8 ac ps, good condi-
tion, make offer 436-2146.
1974 Ford pickup, $1900. Call
753-4094 after 4 pm. ,
1978 Ford truck 33.000 miles
$2900. 753-5031. 
1976 GMC Sierra Grande. air







Floored and ready. Up to 12 x 24. Also born style, of-
fices, cottages, mobile home ad-ons, and patios, or U-
BUILD, pre-cut completely ready to assemble up to 24
x 60. Buy the best for less.




Saturday, October 27th, le cm. at the J.C. Russell farm 55.. miles
east of Murray at old Pottertown. Leave Highwa M F. et East 11'
Grocery ea Highway 230.
Will Sell odd furniture, appliances, dishes, cook-
ing utensils, some antiques, tractor tools. round oak
table and chairs, chest type home freezer, bed spr-
ings and mattresses, couch and chairs, lawn fur-
niture, picnic table, pie safe, adding machine,
typewriter, vacuum sweeper, 1974 Dodge Pickup,
bed, utility trailer, topper for long pickup. Lots
more good items: spring type culitvator, tractor,
harrow, J.D. Corn drill, 4 row boom spray, floor
jack tobacco scaffolds, metal grate, used tin, Ford a
mower, 2 rolls new barb wire, heed sower, new pine
2x4's, team tools, single trees, hames hand tools.
Lots more! For more information call
Chester's
Auction Service
435-4128, Lynn Grove, Ky.
50. Used Trucks 
1976 Malibu Classic 4100c
Miles excellent condition
759-1894 
1912 Two-ton Chevrolet truck
427 motor 5-speed. 2-speed
axle, good tires, air brakes
power steering, 16 ft grain
bed 23 000 lb rear axle 9000
lb front axle, new 22 ton dou-
ble cylinder hoist. Call 753-
6626 or 753-5198 
Two panel trucks Ford and
Dodge, good shape Inquire at
Boone Cleaners, 605 Main 
51. Campers 
Complete winterizing and
rePair on all brands Winter
storage available Hitches.
parts and accessories. White's
Camper Sales. Highway 94
East. Murray, KY. 753-0605
18 Ft. 1971 Nomad camper.
sleeps 6, fully self-contained
Call 753-4808. 
1973 International Travel all,
model 1010. 8 cylinder, air
conditioned, radio, heater. fair-
ly good condition. clean. Anx-
ious to sell $1600. Call 753-
6500 or 753-8050. -
Overhead camper for long
wheel base truck. in good con-







1978 Popup camper like new.
Great for deer hunters. Has ice
box, gas stove and furnace. Call
474-8866 after 4 during week,
anytime on weekends.
Topper for short bed pickup,
like new, $125. 436-5414. 
52. Boats and Motors 
For sale 26. ft Chris-Craft
.cruiser, good condition. Paris
Landing Marina, $3500. (901)
784-6490. 
53. Services Offered 
All types home remodeling and
maintenance, References.
Guarenteed work. Free
estimates. Call 753-8948. 
Byers Brothers & Son-General
home remodeling, framing,
aluminum siding, gutters. and
roofing Call 1-395-4967 or 1-
362-4895
Carpet cleaning, at reasonable
rates. Prompt and efficient ser-




footings. and gravel hauled
492-8258
Carpentry service Whatever
your needs old or new quality
work  Call 753-0565 
Chimneys and stoves cleaned




Vibra-Vac steam or dry clean-
ing Call Lees Carpet Cleaning.
753-5827 
Carpet and vinyl installed. Work
guarenteed 7.years experience
in this area. Call Bob Mills at
489-2480 
Concrete and block work Block
garages. basements, driveways,
walks, patios, steps, free
estimates. 753-5476. 
Clean gutters, paint, and tar
roofs Don Robinson and Sons.
759-1064 or 753-8333,
Do You need stumps removed
from your yard or land cleared
of stumps? We can remove
stumps up to 24' below the
ground, leaving only sawdust
and chips. Call for free
estimate. Steve Shaw 753-
9490 or Bob Kemp 435-4343 
For your chain link fencing
needs. contact Montgomery
Ward. Free estimates. 753-
1966.
Have your driveways white rock-
ed before bad weather. Free
estimates. Clifford Garrison.
753-5429 after 4 pm
Insulation blown in by. Sears,
save on these high heattng and
cooling bills. Call Sears, 753-
2310. for free estimates.
Licensed electrician. Prompt,
efficient service, reasonable
rates. Call Ernest White, 753-
- 0605. 
Licmsed Electrician and gas in-
stallation, heating installation




and brown. Roofs sealed. Also
patio awnings, open or screen-
ed in'. with or without windows.
Also carports. single and dou-
ble sizes. Jack Glover, 753-






renLe Jain at Jea r 110* LdIL
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimates for your needs
For your home alterations
repair and remodeling also
new homes and commercial
call 753-6123. 
Guttering by Sears. Sears Coo-
tinous gutters installed per
your specifications Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimates.
Herndon's portable welding


















Plumbing or electrical repair
on well pumps, water heaters,
ranges Also. dishwashers in-
stalled James Burkeen, 474-
2257
53. Services Offered -
Need yard raked' Leaves bagg-
ed' Call .753-6932 
Saw sharpening all kinds Also
electrical repair 1200 Main
Street after 230 weekdays
anytime Saturday and Sunday 
Tractor work breaking disking
bushhogging blade work Call
753-7400 from 8 til 5 after 5
753-2632 
Wet basement? We make wet
basements dry work complete-
ly guarenteed Call or write
Morgan Construction Co.
Route 2 Box 409A, Paducah,
KY 42001. or call day or night.
1-442-7026 
Will do hauling of any kind, city
or county Call 492-8704 
Will haul driveway white rock
and Ag lime, also have any type
of brown or white Pea gravel
Call Roger Hudson. 753-6763
or 753-4545. 
Will haul driveway gravel, dirt.
sand Also do backhoe and
loader work Phone 753-4545
or 753-6763. 
56. Free Column 
Free, gray female kitten, 7
weeks old, house broken. 753-
3994, evenings
Freer Small brown and black
mixed female dog. Moved and
forced to give up Call 753-
0714 




Walls, windows, floors and carpets. Free estimates.
Insured and experienced. Call day or night:
7S9-1176
SPECIAL TIRES
Four FR 78x14 white Wall steel belted radials at
$48.50 plus FET. Four HR 78x14 white wall steel
belted radials at $49.50 plus FET. Eight CR 78x14
white wall steel belted radials at $37.50 plus FET.
Used tires starting at $5.00.
2 Repossessed air conditioners at $125 each. One
repossessed 12 inch black and white t.v. for $50. One
repossessed 84rack tape player, $30. Christmas
albums 50e each.
Call or come by
Goodyear
753-0595
23172/3 Acres of Crop Land at
A
Thurs. Nov. 1st, 10:00 A.M.
Location: 7 miles east of Morganfield, KY. Take KY Highway 56 east from Morganfield 6 vr miles,
then north on KY Highway 141 one mile to the farm. Watch for signs!
In order to settle the Estate of Clyde Reed, Kurtz Auction and Realty Company will sell the 231714 acre
farm described herein.
Selling In Tracts From 234 To 628 Acres
Tract #I-628 acres of mostly flat land all of which is suitable for row cropping. All bor,comland is tilled
and improvements include a grain bin complex with 107.500 bu of storage, a 40)(120 ft equipment
shr.,0 and a large trench silo,
Tract #2 - 488 acres of gently rolling crop land Improvements on this tract include three pole buildings
with metal sides.
Tract #3 - 543 acres with frontage on KY Highway 141. This is all rolling crop land with two 40x160 ft
general purpose buildings. a 40x 120 ft show barn and a 15-acre lake
Tract #4 - 234 acres of flat to gently rolling crop land with a three bedroom ranch style brick home with
central air and heat.
Tract #5 - 42414 acres of gentfy rolling crop land With frontage on Highway 141. This tract has no
buildings and sells subject to a Peabody lease that pays $72.500 per year.
Auctioneer's Note: You have, in this auction, the opportunity to do several things for
yourself. You can irivest in safe fertile crop land that will consistently give you high
yields and do it in fields that are large enough to handle your big equipment. It is land
already pieced together for you in good sized economical units. For depreciable
assets that give you tax benefits and an investment thaf is sure to increase in value,
good farm land such as this is hard to beat. Look this land over, make any necessary
financial plans and be with us on November I st ready to buy.
Bill Kurtz and George Kurtz
Auctioneers and Realtors
Kurtz Auction and Realty Co.
Farm Machinery Selling: John Deere #7700 diesel combine with 4 row corn header: 2 lohn Deere #5020
diesel tractors: Iohn Deere #4020 diesel tractor with power shift: 2 lohn Deere 7-16 breaking plow. 2
John Deere 18 ft. fold-up disk on dual rubber tires: John Deere 8 row corn planter (hydraulic): John
Deere 4550 spray fiberglass tank complete with heavy duty tires, hoses and pump: John Deere #727
14 ft. Gyramor bush hog type mower: Iohn Deere 6 row shovel cultivator: lohn Deere 2 wheel field
hitch: John Deere oft 3-point hitch grader blade: Hutchinson 48' 8- auger with electric motor: 1.12 ft.
field cultivators: Fox "Super 100- 2 row silage chopper with PTO: Farmhand silage feed wagon with
PTO and side unloader: 2 wheel 150 bu capacity manure spreader with PTO: flat metal bed wagon
with 4 rubber tires
For maps. details and other information. contact the auctioneers
Auction BeIng Held ter Ses.te the
ESTATE OF CLYDE REED
H Glenn Doran. Exec
•
KURTZ-
AUCTION AND REALTY COMPANY
104 East Main, Morcionfield, Ky - 502 389 1777
4






honored the Tappan .Company
on Friday, Sept. 28, in
celebration of National
Employer Appreciation
Month of the Guard and
Reserve.
The month of September
was designated to recognize
employers throughout the
nation who have pledged their
support to their employees
ho are members of the
military Reserve components.
"Tappan has voluntarily
assisted the military Reserve
in Murray by actively
promoting and supporting
Guard membership," said
'Capt. John R. Slater, local
Guard commander who made
Jaycees To Sell
Football Programs




will be sold by the Murray-
Calloway County Jaycees at
the gate Saturday.
A drawing will be held at
halftime of the game and the
winning number drawn will be
presented with the game ball
according to a Jaycee
spokesman.
Only a limited number of
programs will be available
and each program will contain






The funeral for Edgar W.
Brown of Murray Route 3 is
being held today at 1:30 p.m.
at the chapel of the Blalock-
Coleman Funeral Home with
the Rev. Heyward Roberts
officiating. Burial will follow
in the Barnett Cemetery in
Marshall County with Masonic





Wrather, and Joe Pat
Thweatt. Honorary
pallbearers are 011ie Fortis,
John Grogan, Carmel Byers,
Rufe Burkeen, Sr., Jack
Skelton, and Glen Rudolph.
Mr. Brown, 67, owner of
Brown's Grocery, Highway 94,
died Tuesday at 10:50 p.m. at
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He was a member of
the First Christian Church,
Benton, Hardin-Berkley
Masonic Lodge No. 567,
Aurora Masonic Lodge No.
924, and Alford Chapter No.
445 Order of the Eastern Star.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Dorothy Attebury
Brown, to whom he was
married on June 17, 1933; one
son, Eddie Brown, and two
grandchildren, Earl Brown
and Yolanda Raspberry,
Murray Route 3; one sister,
Mrs. Ethel Hayden, Benton.
the presentation.
• 'The company has
established policies which
insure employees are not
penalized for Guard par-
ticipation with respect to
promotions and leave time,
and it encourages career
opportunities of Guard
members," Slater continued.
"It's this kind of effort
which smooths the way for our
citizen-soldiers to take a full
and active role in the military
programs which are so vital to
our nation's defense," Slater
said. "Although we are
specifically honoring the
Tappan Company, the support
shown by all employers who
have signed a statement of
support is being recognized.
We owe all of them a large
vote of thanks."
Bioethics Seminars
To Be Held Friday
At Murray State
Two seminars will be held
Friday morning. Oct. 26. as
part of the Bioethics Con-
ference • at Murray State
University.
. "Advances and Promises in
Biomedical Technology" will
be the subject of the first
seminar, led by Dr. Betty
Kutter, professor of
biophysics at Evergreen State.
College. This seminar is
designed for persons involved
in the science fields and is
scheduled to begin at 8:30 a.m.
The topic, "Ethical Aspects
of Confidentiality in Clinical
and Research Settings," will
be discussed by Dr. LeRoy
Walters at the Helping
Professions Seminar
scheduled for 10:30 a.m. Dr.
Walters is the pector of the




The seminars will be held in
Mason Hall, department of
nursing, at 14th and Payne
Streets. Students, faculty, and
other interested persons are
encouraged to participate.
There is no charge for ad-
mission..
Sponsors for the Bioethics-
Conference and Seminars are
the University Pre-Med Club;
the Kentucky Association of
Nursing Students and the
United Campus Ministry.
Livestock Market
LousvILLE, Ky AP • USDA —
Cattle and calves estimated receipts 400;
slaughter cows 1 50-300 lower, bulls 1.00
lower; other represer.ted classes on
limited test near steady, commertca! cr,ws
41.0044.50: utility 42504810: cutter 42.00-
4500; canner and cutter under OW lb 3650-
42.00; few low dressing down to 33.00;
slaughter bulls 1100-1520 lb 5.6.20-51.15;
individual grade 3 1715 lb 4250; few good
and choice 1110-300 lb vealers 70.00-83.00;
feeder Seers medium frame No.1 250-350
lb 83.00-93.00; 400-600 lb 77.00-83 50.
medium No.2 350-500 lb 70.0040.00; 500-700
lb 6500.71.00; large frame No 2 300-500 lb
61.00-7003; heilers medium No 1 250-300 lb
63.00-71.50; 300-500 lb 65.00-72.50; 500-710 lb
65.00-75.00; medium No.2 100-675 lb 57 00-
65 00
Hogs 700, barrows and gilts stead) to 25
higher than Wednesday's opening, 2 00-
225 higher than close; 1-2 205-240 lb 33.85.
34.00; 2 200-250 lb 3325-33.75; 2-3350-275 lb
32 00-33 25. lot 2-3 290 lb 3150; sows 3.00-
4.00 lower than Wednesday's opening. 1-2
300.400 lb 24.00-20.00, 400.450 lb 2500-2600;
450-575 lb 26.0048 00 few up to 2090. 2-3
300-500 lb 72.00-24.00; boars over 300 lb
28.00-27.00.
Sheep untested.
THE MOSCOW POPS — The Moscow Pops will be the
Murray Civic Music Association's second attraction of the
season when it appears at 8:15 p.m. Friday, Oct. 26, in
Lovett Auditorium. The company of 75 will be making
their first appearance in the United States direct from the
Soviet Union. A full orchestra of master muscians, the
Nekrasov Russian Folk Orchestra, will accompany stars
from the Bolshoi Opera Company, and ludmilla
Smorgacheva and Sergei lukin. Pictured above, two of
the Keiv Ballet's most acclaimed principals.
Getting Players Homecoming Dates
Winning Isn't Everything To Coach
DAYTON, Ohio API —
Winning games isn't
everything to coach Jim
Place. His Beavercreek High
School football team has a so-
so 3-4-1 record. But his
homecoming dating service
for bashful running backs and
lonely linemen has posted a
sparkling 95-1 mark.
Three years ago, Place
decided each of his 93 players
would get a date and then the
team would go en masse to the
homecoming dance.
He's been on a quest for a
perfect record ever since.
• • There's a whole lot more to
lit.' than football and Xs and
cis," said Place, who recalls
the days when he was a
def en si v e end at the
University of Dayton and
iuLssed going to three of the
stlititil*S homecoming dances.
There's a lot More to
The Nws In Brief
\
MIAMI I AP — tarniwe
'Chuck!' Falco, the former
scoutmaster who set a firearm
booby trap in his home and
killed a 14-year-old member of
his Boy Scout troop, has been
given a six-month jail term.
Falco, 31, pleaded no contest
to manslaughter Wednesday
in the death of Richard Brush
Jr. He had described the boy
as •Iny right-hand man, a key
'leader in my Scout troop."
Falco was sentenced to
spend every other week in jail








I.t. Col. John Pasco, Sr.,
chairman of the congregation
of the First Christian Church,
and the Rev. Dr. David Roos,
church pastor, will serve as
delegates to the National
Assembly of the Christian
Church (Disciples of Christ in
the United States and Canada
in session Oct. 26 to 31 at the
Convention Ceter, St. Louis,
Mo.
Some 12,000 persons are
expected to be in attendance.
U. S. Federal Judge,James A.
Noe of Seattle, Wash., national
moderator of the church, will
give the key note address on
Friday night, Oct. 26, at the
opening session.
Speakers will include
Bishop N... D. Ananda Rao
Samuel, moderator of the
Church of South India,
discussing Christian unity;
Mrs. Jean Young, chairman
for the United Nations
International Year of the
Child; .Gov. Robert D. Ray of
Iowa; Archbishop -Dom
Helder 'Camara, Roman
Catholic Diocese of Recife and
Olinda, Brazil; Dr. Fred B.
Craddock, professor of
preaching and New
Testament at Chandler School
of Theology and 1979 Lyman
Beecher lecturer at Yale
University this past spring.
Higher Interest Rates To All Savers
N14 M 1/ 0/ Regular Passbook Accounts
11/1th ()ails ((impounding. the annual effective steld
is There is no minimum deposit and vou earn
interest from date of deposit to da) of withdrawal.
4 Year Variable Rate









Ask about our monthly or quarterly interest checks
Early withdrawal requires a substantial interest penalty
Murray Eilac Murray
Downtown - --zz--= South
Branch Hopkinsville Branch




715 So 12th St
753-1214
leftists occupied the labor and
economy ministries and held
four Cabinet officials and 130
other persons hostage,
demanding higher wages,
price controls and release of
political prisoners from the
junta that took. power in El
Salvador 10 days ago. •
About 100 of the leftists,
armed with pistols and
machetes, took over the Labor




secretary Maria, Teresa de
Avile and 30 other hostages.
WASHINGTON.
WASHINGTON 4 AP The
House of Representatives:
moving with Unusual swift-
ness, is ' voting today on
emergency legislatiOn to help
the poor pay their heating bills
this winter.
The $1.35 billion measure
tops the House agenda, less
than 24 hours after it cleared
the House Appropriations
Committee.
Usually, several days or
weeks elapse from the time a
bill is approved by a com-
mittee until it. reaches the
floor for a vote.
WASHINGTON AP-) -
surge of profits post,'
Major oil companies
helping supporters of the sc-
called "windfall profits- tax
House Speaker Thomas P
O'Neill called the boomini;
third-quarter profits an-
nounced this week "a disgrace
to the nation." He said
Wednesday the figures
"should send a message to tne
Senate to get a windfall profits




The North - Calloay
.Elementary School Fall
Festival will be held Friday.
Oct. 26, with the cafeteria to
open at 5:30 p.m. and the
festival to open at 6:15 p.m
and close at 8:30 p.m.
Hamburgers, hot dogs,
french fries, and homemade
pies will be featured in the
cafeteria.
The festival will open with
the crowning of the Fall
Festival King and Queen A
costume contest will be held
for all ages. Activities IA
include cakewalk, bineo.
basketball, darts, "rafts.
country store, to walk.
monster movie, and haunted
house.
All proceeds will go to the
North ParentsTeacher Hut,
and the school, according l()
school spokesman who invit(-
the public to attend.
Hog Market
Federal-State Market Newt; Semi. iv-
tober 20,1975
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 7 Buying StationsReceipts Act 3.31 Est 400 Rarro.
Gilts steady Sows steady $100 lower
US 1-2 200-230 Its
US 2200-24011s
US 2-3260-250 Its
US 2-4 260-280 its
Sows
US 1-2 270-3501bn
US 1-3 300-450 lbs
US 1-3 450-5001bn
US 1-3 500450 Ibri
US 2-3300-500 Its











American aid is getting
, through to stricken Cambodia,
but only in a trickle -- and
thousands of desperate. people
are flocking to the Thailand
border. State Department
offi, oils say.
As many as 3 million
Cambodians are reported on
the N. erge of starving to death,
and President Carter
the U.S. government
Weinaisday to $69 million in




The Murray Country Club
'will have a homecoming
dam e for members and their
guests on Saturday, Oct. 27, at
9 p in at the club.
Musti will be by Byron
Gall:more and his Corn-
monWealth Band, according
to Nlr and Mrs. E. W. Den-
no',:;, chairmen of the
am,hgements committee
coi:4)sed .of Dr. and Mrs.
All..'. Moffitt, Mr. and Mrs.
(44 r4e Oakley, Mr. and Mrs.
T.7,1 Hamby, and Mr. and




Dr. T. Wayne Beasley, a
professor of history at Murray
State University, was among
those presenting papers at the
sixth annual conference of the
Historic Communal Societies
Oct. Win Zoar, Ohio.
The conference was at-
tended by historians,
sociologists and others in




historians and modern day
communitarians.
Beasley's paper, entitled
-Shaker Theology as their
Newspapers Presented- It to
the World," centered on the
31-year span, from 1868 until
1899, of a Shaker national mail
subscription newspaper.
Its purpose, he said, Was to
further educate and support
those already committed to
Shakerism and to advance
their beliefs among non-
Shakers who read the paper.
-E. Harvey Eads, the
prominent conservative
theologian from South Union
Community near Auburn,1Cy.,





doctorate at the University of
Georgia, Athens,-has been at
VuHrrisaYStatillajo"ineeir field r9.;f65-study is
modern Britain, and he
teaches courses in British
history and the French
BeVolution. Communal
societies, however, recently
have attracted his interest,
and his presentation before
the liCS conference was his




The biggest & most
exciting
Halloween Party Ever
Coming Oct. 30 Look For
Details Later In This Paper.
school spirit and school in-
volvement than winning the
big game."
The coach's .dating record
the first year didn't give Cupid
much cause for concern.
There were a dozen holdouts.
But l'amour, votuntary or
otherwise, truly began to
blossom in 1978.
By then, there was
something called the unof-
ficial Place Compulsory
Dating Service, a system
whereby the match-making
mentor paired up his unwilling
stalwarts from a list of willing
girls.
The record last year ini,
proved to 97-2.
This season, with girls'
soccer coach Beth Plocker
and spirit club advisor Sharon
Woods joining the coach'
dating staff, "we were a little
more organized."
As for the lone blemish on
his 95-1 slate. Place said, "He
wanted to ask this girl and she
wanted to go with him but he
just couldn't get up the
courage to pick up the phone
and call her. It's that fear of
calling her up...you know what
I mean. •
"Once when I was in high
school I remember wanting to
ask this girl out, then finding
myself picking up the phone
five tunes to make that call
and putting it down five times
because I didn't have the
nerve.
That timid pattern con-
tinued to plague Place in
All I did was eat, sleep and
drink football, but when I
became a coach I decided I
wanted my players to know
that life was more than
football and. homecoming was
a special time for the team to
gel together and have a good
time," said Place, who ob-
viously learned to pick up the
phone after all.
He attends the yearly dance




year's honwcoming game 24-
20, but Place, perhaps
dreaniing of a 96-0 dating
season next year, appeared
unruffled by the loss.
-Hey, even when you lose
you can't beat togetherness,"
he said, "and most of the tune
we're together."
ABC. . .
( Continued From Page One
All reserve bleacher tickets all now
sold out, according to Ward. Only
general admission seats remain
available. They will go on sale at 1 p.m.
today in Ward's office on the third floor
of Sparks Hall.
Tickets may also be purchased
- Friday from 8 i.m. until 5 p.m. at the
ticket office located on the lower level
(second) of the stadium and in the
athletic offices.
Ticket windows will be opened at
12:30 p.m. Saturday at the stadium.
General admission tickets are $4 each
for adults and $2 each for children from
one to 12 years of age. The tickets will
be available only at the Gate I window
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AVOID TROUBLE THIS WINTER!
Replace worn cooing system parts when you change
your anti freeze tnis year
Winter MI soon be upon us Now's the time
to check your antifreeze and replace it *4th
a fresh solution Wt‘e you're at tt check ail
your cooling system components anti replace
any worn or defective parts vAth quaky
GATES Cooing System Parrs
..04q" 5)111
V-BELTS • HOSE & CLAMPS
RADIATOR CAPS • THERMOSTATS
GATES COOLING SYSTEM GUIDE AND MILEAGE FINDER
FREE
*Witt purchase of GATES
V-beit hose radiator cap or
thermostat
One per customer Quantities Wilted
Contains a handy dial finder for
computing gasoene mileage pus
helpful information for trouble
shooting the automotive cooing
system and a mileage distance chart
for malor U S cities
COOLING SYSTEM FLUSH KIT
FREE WITH DU PONT
COOLING SYSTEM PRODUCTS
Yours by mall with the purchase
of 2 or more Du Pont cooling system




THE DU PONT DISPLAY










Booklet explains how to save gas with
MAO parts and correct driving habits FREE
NO PURCHASE NECESSARY
Sale prkes good at participating CAROuEST Auto Parts Stores through Oc
t. 31,1979
Motor Parts & Bearings
1109 Chestnut Street
Murray-753-8311
Celiatilef terve= we 'AMON rkniuw WWII telteltsfters Wirt/Kam Menwees 141WvW. anti witsies own
SOMIM WE KNOW WHAT YOU MEAN WHEN YOU'Rk TALKING PARTS 
3:1AT MOSTtOCAn016
